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This thesis focuses on studying the dynamic stability of power systems and improving them 
by the addition of  smart power system stabilizers (PSSs). A conventional design technique of a 
power system stabilizer that uses a single machine connected to an infinite bus through a 
transmission line (SMIB) has been widely used for study of elecromechanical perturbations. This 
approach requires estimating the external equivalent impedance and the voltage at an external bus 
for each machine in a multi-machine system.  
This study will use the conventional mathematical method, which represents a power 
system with some modifications. The dynamic model is linearized by taking the high voltage side 
on the generation unit as a reference instead of the infinite bus voltage. By using this modification, 
several improvements are accomplished, the main ones of which are: the estimation of states is 
eliminated, the time consumed in estimating calculations is reduced, the parameters of the model 
are independent of the external system, and the PSS design for each machine is independent in a 
multi-machine environment system. This strategy enables a PSS to be designed for a single 
machine and then implemented in a multi-machine system. 
Power systems have advanced to the point that they now cover vast geographical areas. 
Consequently, they are not only quite complicated, but the system orders are also high. As the 
complexity of these systems increases, so does the difficulty of examining their dynamic stability 
and adjusting their controllers. In this research, to address these issues, the reduced model 
technique has been employed to mathematically define smaller system models from existing 
models, such that the properties of both systems are comparable properties. 
The parameters of the PSS are determined based on a modified Heffron- Phillips model of 




the power systems are highly nonlinear with configurations and parameters that change with time, 
a typical PSS design, which is based on a linearized model of the power system, cannot guarantee 
its performance in practical operating environments. The present study attempts to overcome this 
limitation by implementing smart power system stabilizers. In the context of this thesis the word 
smart means novel technique.  
An artificial neural network power system stabilizer (ANN-PSS), a novel multi input fuzzy 
logic power system stabilizer (FLPSS), and a modified multi-resolution proportional-integral-
derivative power system stabilizer (MMR-PID-PSS), based on the dynamic reduction of a power 
system model. These PSSs have been developed to refine the power system dynamic performance 
by adjusting the regulator’s parameters in real-time simulation under various operating conditions. 
In the first part of this research, the digital simulations results using the proposed ANN-
PSS and FLPSS are carried out on a single machine connected to a network and are then compared 
with conventional Lead-Lag PSS. The results show that the power system with FLPSS has a better 
dynamic response over a wide range of operating conditions and parameter changes. Next, the 
digital simulations results using the proposed MMR-PID-PSS is carried out on a single machine 
connected to the network, a 4-machine 10-bus power system, and a 10-machine 39-bus power 
system and then compared with FLPSS. The results validate the effectiveness of the proposed 
MMR-PID-PSS regarding reduced overshoot, undershoot, and settling time under a different type 
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 INAC  Indirect adaptive control 
 ANN  Artificial neural networks 
 FLC  Fuzzy logic control  
 MFs  Membership functions 
 ANN-PSS  Neural Network Power System Stabilizer 
 FLPSS  Fuzzy Logic Power System Stabilizer 
MMR-PID-PSS   Modified Multiresolution Proportional-Integral-Derivative Power System 
Stabilizer 
TW     Washout time constant for Lead-Lag PSS 
T1    First lead time constant for Lead-Lag PSS  
T2    First lag time constant for Lead-Lag PSS 
T3    Second lead time constant for Lead-Lag PSS 
T4    Second lag time constant for Lead-Lag PSS 
KS    PSS gain 
GEP(s)     The ratio between electrical torque output and the reference voltage input 
of a generator 
Gexc(s)    Transfer function of the exciter 
FILT(s)    Transfer function of torsional filter   
 BPA    Back-propagation algorithm 
CWT    Continuous wavelet transform 
 DWT    Discrete wavelet transform 
 WPT    Wavelet packet transform 
MQF    Quadrature mirror filter 




𝜓(𝑡)       Wavelet function 
𝜑(𝑡)    Scaling function 
𝑔[𝑘]    Digital low pass filter with impulse response 
ℎ[𝑘]    Digital high pass filter with impulse response 
MRA    Multiresolution analysis 
𝐿2(ℝ)    Hilbert space 
⊕     Direct orthogonal summation operation of the spaces 
𝑉𝑗(𝜑)    Subspace spanned by scaling function 
𝑊𝑗(𝜓)     Space spanned by mother wavelet function 
j    Level of the resolution  









1.1 Power System Control 
An electrical power system contains thousands of interconnected components. Many of 
these components are highly nonlinear and some are combinations of electrical and mechanical 
parts, such as synchronous and induction machines. Power systems have thus developed into 
complex operation and control systems with various kinds of unstable characteristics [1], [2]. 
Because these systems are spread over vast geographical areas, they are subject to several types of 
disturbances. Generators operating under these perturbations have less stability margins, making 
the systems even more fragile [3]. 
With the advent of the interconnection of large electrical power systems, a variety of 
problems have begun to emerge. Some of these problems involve the oscillations of the subsystems 
of a large interconnected electrical power against each other (inter-area oscillations). The 
definition of stability as applied to the power systems may be stated as follows [3]: If the oscillation 
in the power system caused by a disturbance stabilizes in a short period of time, then it can be said 
the system is stable. otherwise, the system is unstable. A typical power system is a multivariable 
system that is affected by a wide range of devices with different dynamic characteristics. 
Depending on system topology as well as the type of disturbance and operating mode, instability 
may occur in different ways. In most cases, automatic controls and/or human operator action will 
restore the system to normal operational status [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]. 
Figure 1.1 illustrates classification of power system stability, identifying its categories and 




identifying cases of instability, choosing the best way to deal with them, and using the appropriate 
analysis tools. 
 
Figure 1.1 Classification of power system stability 
 
Rotor angle stability is defined as the capability of a synchronous generator within an 
interconnected power system to restore equilibrium (Tm = Te) after undergoing disturbances. 
Figure 1.2 shows the mechanical and electrical torque direction applied to the shaft of a 
synchronous generator, where Tm is the mechanical torque, Te is the electrical torque, Pe is output 
electrical power, and ω is the shaft speed. The synchronous generator mechanically connected to 
the turbine, and it is stable when the mechanical torque is equal to the electrical torque 
(synchronism). The change in electrical torque Te of a synchronous machine following a 
disturbance can be resolved into two components: the synchronizing torque component and the 
damping torque component. System stability relies on the existence of both components of torque 
for each of the synchronous machines. An insufficient synchronizing torque causes a non-
oscillatory instability issue, while the lack of damping torque produces an oscillatory instability 





Figure 1.2 Mechanical and electrical torque applied to the shaft of synchronous machine 
 
To simplify the analysis and for getting more understanding of stability problems, rotor 
angle stability can be divided into two subcategories: small disturbance stability and large 
disturbance stability or transient stability [7] [8]. 
Small signal stability can be defined as the capability of the power system to restore the 
synchronism after a small disturbance has occurred, such as minor changes in loads. In this case, 
the nonlinear equations of the system can be linearized around an equilibrium point. The time 
frame of interest for this type of stability is in the range of 10 to 20 seconds after a disturbance. 
Transient stability is the ability of the power system to return to the steady-state after large 
disturbances have occurred. These disturbances may include faults on transmission lines, loss of a 
large load, loss of a generator, or loss of a system component, such as power transformers. The 
time frame of interest in transient stability studies is usually 3 to 5 seconds following the 
disturbance, though it may extend to 10 or 20 seconds for very large systems [7] [8] [9] [10] [11]. 
Voltage stability can be defined as the ability of the power system to preserve the voltage 
level of all busbars in a power system within an acceptable level under different operating 
conditions. Loss of load is the most common outcome of voltage instability along with tripping of 
transmission lines and other elements by their protective systems, leading to cascading outages. 




in voltage stability or a slight disturbance in voltage stability. The time frame of interest for this 
kind of stability problem varies from a few seconds to ten minutes, so it is considered either a 
short- or long-term phenomenon [7] [8]. 
Frequency stability can be characterized as the ability of a power system to keep a stable 
frequency after large swings occur, leading to a significant imbalance between supply and demand. 
This is specified as either a short- or long-term phenomenon. There is some overlap between 
different types of instability because more than one type of instability may be observed in a power 
system [4] [7] [8].  
A small signal perturbation model around an equilibrium point can be considered for 
dynamic stability studies, and linear differential equations can describe the system. However, for 
transient stability, the system must be described by nonlinear differential equations. Although there 
are several sources of positive damping in a power system (e.g., voltage regulator and speed 
governing), there is also negative damping when a power system has a small stability margin and 
any disturbance can cause the loss of synchronism. 
Considerable efforts have been devoted over the years to improving power system stability 
in a variety of ways [7] [8] [9] [10] as shown in the block diagram of Figure 1.3 that illustrates the 
block diagram of power system control [7]. These attempts can be divided into two groups, as 
follows: 
On the network side 
 Clearing faults in a short time  
 Reducing transmission lines reactance 
 Shunt and series compensation 




 Load shedding 
 Energy storage systems 
On the generation side 
 Generator excitation control (automatic voltage regulator [AVR])  
 Generator input power control (governor) 
On the generation side, for a particular problem, any one of the above methods can be 
employed, but the excitation control method is preferred for the following reasons:  
 Electrical systems generally have a smaller time constant than mechanical systems. 
 Electrical control systems are economical and easier to implement than mechanical 
systems.  
 Due to its short loop time constant, an electrical control system is effectively a continuously 
acting system, and thus gives a smooth system response. 
 




The voltage control loop has a significant impact on the dynamic stability of a power 
system. Oscillations of small magnitude and low frequency often persist for long periods of time 
and in some cases impose limitations on power transfer capability. Similar types of oscillations 
may also be observed when remote generating units are connected to a large power system through 
long transmission lines. Various methods have been proposed to enhance the dynamic performance 
of the power system. These can be divided into two main groups, as follows: 
 Groups that design new excitation controller-based modern theory, and 
 Groups that improve the performance of the excitation controllers by introducing a 
supplementary control signal. 
A typical method within the second group is to utilize a power system stabilizer, (PSS) [12]. 
The effectiveness of damping produced by excitation control has been demonstrated both 
by computation and field test [10] [13] [14]. Today, many of the major electrical power plants in 
large interconnected power systems are equipped with an additional excitation control signal, 
commonly referred to as a power system stabilizer (PSS). Several kinds of PSS signals, (e.g., speed 
deviation, power angle deviation and voltage deviation), have been used as input signals. 
1.2 Literature Review on Power System Stabilizers 
Since the 1960s, power system stabilizers have been used to improve dynamic power 
system stability and thus have become an important auxiliary control when dealing with low-
frequency oscillations. As the size of the interconnected power system grows, the possibility of 
withstanding unexpected disturbances without loss of power system stability is increased by using 
an additional excitation control signal, as shown in Figure 1.4 that describes the block diagram of 
excitation system and power system stabilizer (PSS) [9]. The essential function of a PSS is to 




oscillation in a power system. The oscillation of concern occurs in the frequency range of 
approximately (0.2-2.5 Hz). To provide damping, the stabilizer produces a component of electrical 
torque on the rotor shaft which is in phase with the speed variations. Independent of the type of 
excitation system, the generator and power system collectively determine the open loop transfer 
function. This transfer function is strongly influenced by the voltage regulator gain, generator 
power rating, and transmitted power level. 
 The primary characteristics of the control loop are high gain, short time constant, and high 
ceiling voltage excitation control. These increase both the steady-state and transient stability limit 
of the power system [3] [7] [10] [14]. 
 
 




1.2.1 Conventional Power System Stabilizer  
Power system stabilizers are now in wide use on synchronous generators. In fact, PSSs 
have been used for over 30 years in the United States and Canada. Furthermore, PSS has been used 
in the United Kingdom to dampen the oscillations in tie lines connecting Scotland and England 
[10]. The conventional power system stabilizer (CPSS) is the type most commonly used and is 
typically presented as a network of cascaded lead-lag compensators. For instance, it can be a fixed 
parameter analog-type device, or it can be implemented as an algorithm by using digital control 
theory. The CPSS design is based on a transfer function GEP(s), which is the ratio of the developed 
electrical torque to the input reference voltage of the automatic voltage regulator (AVR), using 
classical control theory. It contains a phase compensation network for the phase difference 
between the excitation control input and the damping torque output. By appropriately tuning the 
phase and gain characteristics of the compensation network for the CPSS, it is possible to set the 
desired damping ratio. Conventional power system stabilizers are widely used in power systems 
today and have improved power system dynamic stability [3] [7] [10]. 
Demello and Concordia [4] explained the main concepts that influence the synchronous 
generator stability using excitation control. They presented a procedure to design a PSS based on 
a damping and synchronizing torque for a single machine infinite bus (SMIB) system, where the 
transfer function GEP(s) is supplied by the PSS transfer function. This technique forms the basic 
design of many PSSs in the field today. Dineley and Morris in [5] studied the effects of automatic 
excitation control on the interaction of two similar synchronous generators connected in parallel 
as well as connected to an infinite bus through transmission lines. Sherbiny and Mehta in [6] 
extended the method of analysis used in [4] by incorporating a realistic excitation system. Larsen 




PSS. They described a practical process, which included adjusting the PSS to reduce the effect of 
torsional oscillation and power system noise with various input signals to the PSS [12]. In [15] and 
[16] a proportional integral controller was introduced as a power system stabilizer instead of lead 
lag PSS (which was used in [4]) for single machine and multi-machine power systems. A study by 
Lam et al. in [17] described that in a multi-machine power system, the transfer function GEP(s) 
calculated for the SMIB system is satisfactory for designing PSS, and the frequency response of 
the GEP of one machine in a multi-machine system has two components. The first one relies only 
on an associated generator, and the second component depends on the connected generator and the 
network admittance matrix (external network and generator admittance). Thus, the most dynamic 
information required to design the PSS is mostly in the power plant. 
 In [18] Gibbard and Vowles discovered that the phase response of the transfer function 
(GEP), which is the ratio between terminal voltage  Vt and voltage reference Vr with all shafts 
dynamically disabled (GEPSDD) agrees with the P-Vr transfer function under the same conditions. 
They also mentioned that the P-Vr  phase compensation agrees with the method of residues for 
phase compensation. This technique, however, is not suitable for designing PSSs in interconnected 
power systems. In [19] Gurrala and Sen presented a decentralized PSS design based on the 
technique presented in [4], but using a different linearizing approach. In this strategy, the system 
dynamics of the ith machine in a multi-machine environment system is linearized by taking the 
high voltage at the step-up transformer as a reference instead of an infinite bus system, as in the 
classical method. Thence, the model parameters are independent of the external system 
information. De Marco et al. in [20] designed PSS for ith machine in a multi-machine environment 
system using a phase compensation method by changing the external reactance of a single machine 




reactance in their system is determined by the lowest desired value of inter-area frequencies, while 
the minimum value is set by a step-up transformer next to the power plant. This technique 
consumed a significant amount of time for large connected networks with different operating 
conditions. 
 In [21], the author introduced a method to advance the PSS design procedure introduced 
in [19]. In this method local power plant information was used by adding an external reactance 
with the step-up transformer’s reactance, which added a phase lead to the phase response of the 
GEP transfer function (TF) obtained in [19]. This technique closely agreed with the phase response 
of   P-Vr  transfer function (TF) and provided more accurate information about the critical gain of 
PSS, whereas the P-Vr design method does not give any information about the PSS critical gain.               
It is important to note that the CPSS has an inherent drawback – namely, it is designed for 
a particular operating condition for the power system that is represented by a linearized transfer 
function, as mentioned above. The highly nonlinear parameters vary widely under different 
operating conditions and unpredictability of power system disturbances, which can lead to 
difficulties in maintaining the following properties: 
 the accuracy of the linear model for the power system; 
 the accuracy of the parameter for that model;  
 the effective tuning of the CPSS parameters; and 
 the tracking of the system nonlinearity.  
However, because the CPSS is a linear controller that uses conventional filtering processes 
(washout filter), the response delays affect the performance of CPSS. Therefore, CPSS may not 




research has been carried out to solve these problems, with numerous tuning techniques being 
introduced to tune the CPSS parameters effectively [22] 
1.2.2 Adaptive Power System Stabilizer 
The adaptive control theory provides a possible way to solve the problems mentioned 
above relating to power system stabilizers. There are two types of adaptive controller (AC) – model 
reference adaptive control (MRAC) and indirect adaptive control (INAC). The goal of the first 
adaptive controller, MRAC, is to adapt the parameters of the controller according to an adaptation 
law. This law is defined such that the behavior of the closed-loop control system maintains the 
performance specified by the reference model. It requires an appropriate reference model, 
controller and adaptive mechanism [23] [24], as shown in Figure 1.5. However, because the 
reference model of large systems is difficult to prove due to their complexity, MRAC is very 
difficult to apply when systems are large (such as interconnected power system). 
 
 
Figure 1.5. Block diagram of model reference adaptive control 
 
 The second control is an indirect adaptive control (INAC), which is shown in Figure 1.6. 




Furthermore, the mathematical model is obtained by some online identification procedure, such as 
an artificial neural network technique or a fuzzy logic method [25] [26] [27], to represent the 
dynamic behaviour of the generating unit at that point in time. It is expected that the mathematical 
model obtained at each sampling period can track changes in the system. Following identification 
of the model, the necessary control signal for the generating unit is produced based on model 
identification. There are various control strategies, such as pole placement [28] [29], linear 
quadratic regulator (LQR) [30] [31], and linear quadratic Gaussian [22] [24] [32] [33] [34]. These 
strategies are developed by assuming that the identified model is the true mathematical description 
of the generating unit. However, since the power system is a high order nonlinear continuous 
system, it is difficult for the low order discretely identified model to precisely describe the dynamic 
behavior of the power system. As a result, a high order discrete model is used to represent the 
power system, which consumes a significant amount of computing time. 
The computing time for an adaptive power system stabilizer is approximately proportional 
to the square of the order of the discrete model used in the identification. A longer computing time 
affects the control performance, and this becomes even more significant if the oscillation 
frequency is relatively high. There must be a compromise between the order of the discrete model 
and the computing time for the parameter identification and optimization. Some research tries to 
solve these problems by designing an adaptive power system stabilizer without an identification 
model and by using different techniques (e.g., model-free adaptive control) to design wide-area 






Figure 1.6. Block diagram of indirect adaptive control 
 
1.2.3 Artificial Neural Network Based Power System Stabilizer 
Artificial neural networks (ANN) attempt to achieve good performance via the dense 
interconnection of simple computational elements. Their structure is based on the present 
understanding of biological nervous systems. As mentioned in the preceding section, ANNs have 
been successfully implemented in identification systems, observers, and as adaptive controllers in 
non-linear dynamic systems. ANNs have the following advantages: 
 capability of synthesizing complex and clear mapping; 
 speed due to the parallel mechanism; 
 robustness and fault tolerance; and  
 adaptive adjustment to a new environment. 
 Based on its architecture, an artificial neural network has various types, such as a single 
layer feed-forward architecture, a multi-layer feed-forward architecture, and a recurrent network. 
The most common ANN used with the control system is the multi-layer feed-forward architecture 
[36] [37]. The ANN technique has been used for power system control as a power system stabilizer. 
Zhang et al. in [38] presented their PSS design based on the inverse input/output mapping of an 




to store the reverse input and output mapping of the synchrony generator. After training the output 
of the synchronous generator was used as input to the PSS and the output of the PSS was the 
control signal. In [39], an ANN PSS design was presented for a multi-machine environment. The 
researchers used the accelerating power with delay as input to the controller and also used the 
multi-layer neural network with an error back propagation training method. The ANN PSS was 
trained based on the multi-layer perceptron with the error back propagation training method. 
Shamsollahi et al. in [40] introduced a neural network power system stabilizer design where the 
controller was applied directly to the power system without using a system identification technique 
to determine the states of the model using the back-propagation method. In [41], Changaroon et 
al. introduced a PSS-based neural network design approach. In order to reduce the time required 
to perform the standard method (multi-layer perceptron model) used to train the neural network, 
the authors employed a functional link network (FLN) instead of a hidden layer. They also used a 
recursive on-line training algorithm for the FLN model. 
 Segal et al. in [42] presented a method to design adaptive PSS based on a redial function 
neural network. The authors utilized this neural network to automatically tune the parameters of 
standard lead-lag PSS when the operating conditions are changed using an orthogonal least square 
algorithm. In [43], Chaturvedi et al. presented a generalized neuron based power system stabilizer 
in order to reduce the large training time of the ANN. The authors modified the generalized neuron 
(GN) model using fuzzy compensatory operators as collection operators. As aggregation functions, 
the generalized neuron GN has ∑, which utilizes a characteristic sigmoid function, and ∏, which 
uses a Gaussian characteristic function. 
 The authors in [25] extended the methodology that was used in [43] and applied it in a 




feed-forward neural network to calculate first-order derivatives required for the optimization of 
the nonlinear parameters of PSS output limits for a single machine infinite bus system and a multi-
machine environment. In [27], the authors introduced an adaptive neurofuzzy power system 
stabilizer, which consists of an adaptive neuroidentifier to track the dynamic characteristic of the 
model and an adaptive neurofuzzy regulator. The neurofuzzy controller depends on both the fuzzy 
logic technique and the artificial neural network method. Kamalasadan and Swann in [45] 
introduced a model reference adaptive controller MRAC as a power system stabilizer, where the 
adaptation mechanism used the neural network identifier method and the controller is based on a 
feed-forward neural network technique. The authors used the controller in a multi-machine 
environment to reduce the power system oscillations. In [46], the authors used the same idea that 
was used in [45] to make the controller work effectively during normal operating conditions by 
using an explicit model reference adaptive control and full neural network outer loop control 
design. In [47], Farahani proposed a self-recurrent wavelet neural network controller to replace 
both the AVR and the power system stabilizer in the power system. The first derivative of a 
Gaussian function was used as a wavelet function in the hidden layer in the recurrent neural 
network.  However, many of the above studies lack one or more factors that make the artificial 
neural network PSS perform well in real life such as uncomplicated structure, quick response (short 
computation time).                  
 The success of ANNs to control unknown systems under significant uncertainties makes 
them highly attractive, yet there are some drawbacks in using them, as follows: 
 Black box characteristics: It can be difficult for an outside observer to understand and 





 Long training time: ANNs may require a long training time to obtain the desired 
performance. The time needed for training increases with the size of the ANN and with the 
complexity of the mapping.  
 The large number of neurons and layers has an impact on the fault-tolerant capabilities of 
ANNs. 
1.2.4 Fuzzy Logic-Based Power System Stabilizer 
One of the methods used in controller design is fuzzy logic control (FLC) [36].  Fuzzy 
control systems are rule-based systems in which a set of fuzzy rules represents a control decision 
mechanism to adjust the effect coming from the system (fuzzification rule-based defuzzification). 
The following are some major features of FLC [48] [49]: 
 Model-free: Unlike other classical control techniques, this method does not require the 
exact mathematical model of the system  
 Nonlinear robust controller: FLC offers ways to implement simple but robust solutions that 
cover a broad range of system parameters and deal with major disturbances. 
 Development time reduction: FLC works at two levels of abstraction: the symbol level and 
the compiled level. The symbol level is appropriate for describing application engineering 
strategies, while the compiled level is well understood by electronics engineers, since there is 
a well-defined translation between those levels. An FLC can help reduce communications 
problems. 
 The FLC is knowledge based on the fuzzy control simulation strategy of the person 
controlling a process. Thus, the control strategy mimics a human way of thinking. The 
experience of the human operator can thus be implemented through an automatic control 




The fuzzy logic technique-based controller has already been used as a power system 
stabilizer. In [50], the authors designed a power system stabilizer based on the fuzzy logic 
approach. Specifically, they used the speed and power output deviation as input signals for the 
controller. Toliyat et al. in [51] presented the design of a fuzzy logic power system stabilizer and 
tested it for both a single machine and a multi-machine power system. They selected the deviations 
of speed and acceleration to be inputs to the controller. As well as, they added signal, which is the 
modification of the terminal signal as a function of the acceleration power. The fuzzy controller 
decision was made using 49 rules, with each input fuzzified using seven triangle membership 
functions.  
The authors in [52] introduced a global controller to coordinate the transient stability and 
small signal stability to make power systems more reliable. In this approach, the signal of the 
global controller is the average of the signals from local controllers, each weighted by an operating 
region membership function. In [53], the authors provided a fuzzy logic power system stabilizer 
based on the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy logic control technique. The Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy system is 
described by fuzzy IF-THEN rules representing the local input-output relations of the nonlinear 
system. The controller has four input signals with a Gaussian membership function and one output 
going to the excitation system. In [54], the authors introduced simplified fuzzy logic PSS based on 
reducing the rules used in regular FLC (49-rule) (which are commonly employed in fuzzy control 
applications) to get a less complicated FLC based on its symmetry. The authors discovered that 
the simplified fuzzy logic PSS gives the same response as a fuzzy controller with the complete set 
of rules. 
 In [55], Vakula and Sudha designed a fuzzy logic power system stabilizer based on 




controller, discovering that the controller’s input signals were rotor angle ( δ), its first derivative 
( δ′), and second derivative ( δ′′). The inputs are scaled by three factors tuned using the differential 
evolution technique. As well, the output signal is scaled by a factor and optimized using the same 
method. The authors implemented their design for a single machine and a multi-machine power 
system. Cloughley et al. in [56], proposed an intelligent PSS based on Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy logic 
control and genetic algorithm optimization. The controller has two input signals – the deviation 
speed and its derivative. Each input is fuzzified using 7 membership functions and 49 fuzzy rules. 
A genetic algorithm was used to adjust the membership functions to dampen the oscillation in the 
power system. The authors in [57] extended the work proposed in [55] by using an evolutionary 
prisoner’s dilemma, which is one of the classical games, to update the rules of the fuzzy linguistic 
model.                      
Designing stabilizers based on FLC is very attractive, and satisfactory results have been 
obtained. Although FLC introduces a useful tool to deal with complicated nonlinear and unlimited 
systems, it suffers from some major drawbacks, such as parameter tuning for the controller. At 
present, there is no systematic procedure for the design of FLC. The most straightforward approach 
is to define membership functions (MFs) and decision rules subjectively by studying the system 
or the existing controller. Therefore, there is a need for an efficient method to tune the MFs and 
decision rules to minimize the output error or to maximize the performance index. All the previous 
studies that proposed tuning MFs and adjusting the rules are very complicated and time-consuming 
methods that ultimately weaken the performance of the controller thus rendering them quite 




1.2.5  Wavelet Based Power System Stabilizer 
Wavelet transforms have the capability to analyze non-stationary and non-periodic signals 
into time and frequency localized components simultaneously. The wavelet transforms focus on a 
signal with short time intervals for high-frequency components and a signal with long time 
intervals for low-frequency components. Wavelet transforms have been used for detecting 
transients in power system disturbances [58], fault diagnosis in induction machines [59], 
estimating the location of the fault [60], and in electrical motor drives [61]. Additionally, the 
wavelet technique can be used to detect electromechanical oscillations in power systems [62]. 
Hence, wavelet transforms can be used to compensate electromechanical disturbances in 
synchronous generators, thus indicating that they can be employed as a power system stabilizer. 
In [63], the authors proposed a power system stabilizer based on the wavelet technique. They used 
both the scaling coefficient and wavelet energy coefficient with border distortions of one cycle 
sliding window. The input of their proposed PSS was the real power and the first level of maximum 
overlap discrete wavelet transform (MODWT) was used to extract the electromechanical 
oscillations from the input signal which was used as input for the conventional lead-lag power 
system stabilizer.    
Wavelet controllers have a few advantages over conventional and adaptive controllers. The 
following are some major features of a wavelet controller: 
 Wavelet controllers are based on the filter-bank structure of orthogonal wavelet and 
scaling functions. 
 A wide range of linear and nonlinear functions can be handled using wavelet controllers to 
obtain the desired degree of precision and conditions. 




1.3 Problem Identification and Research Objectives  
The late 20th  century has seen a dramatic expansion of power systems around the world. 
Moreover, due in large part to their expansion, these systems have become increasingly complex 
and also feature a high system order. The more complicated the systems become, the more 
challenging it is to gauge their dynamic stability and adjust their controllers. To address these 
issues, the reduced model technique has been employed to mathematically define smaller system 
models from existing models, such that the properties of both systems are analogous properties. 
This study uses E. J. Davison’s approach for decreasing the state space matrix (A) using dominant  
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. This strategic approach decreases the power system generation 
unit’s matrix (A) order, while maintaining the identity of high bus voltage in the power generation 
unit. Therefore, current and voltage on the high bus voltage can be calculated and sent to another 
part of the power system either via fiber optic cables or by employing a phasor measurement unit 
(PMU). In order to implement this method, the dynamic model of the power system unit is 
linearized by taking the high voltage side of the generation unit as a reference instead of the infinite 
bus voltage as in the standard model. Thus, by applying this change, it is no longer necessary to 
estimate states, thereby reducing the amount of time required to make the measurements. 
Additionally, the model’s parameters remain independent from those of the external system, so the 
PSS design remains likewise independent for all of the machines. In this way, a PSS can be 
developed for one machine and afterwards applied in a multi-machine system.  
As electrical power systems contain thousands of interconnected elements, there are 
numerous categories of unpredictable issues that might occur. For example, faults in a transmission 
system with built-in protection system and small variations in the load might cause small signal 




lengthy period, restricting the power transmitted through transmission lines. The probability of 
partial or complete blackouts is high when the power system is operating under stressed conditions. 
In other words, the system will be vulnerable. Standard control devices, such as governors and 
automatic voltage regulators (AVRs), might not be able to relieve these fluctuations in a short 
period. To mitigate these problems, most central power plants in interconnected grids have an 
additional control signal in the excitation system, known as a power system stabilizer (PSS). 
However, because the parameters of the standard PSS are fixed while the power system is highly 
nonlinear (i.e., it features configurations and parameters that change over time), a standard PSS 
might not be able to provide guaranteed optimal performance in many practical applications. 
 This study attempts to mitigate this limitation by implementing three types of smart power 
system stabilizers: an artificial neural network power system stabilizer (ANN-PSS), fuzzy logic 
power system stabilizer (FLPSS), and a modified multiresolution proportional-integral-derivative 
power system stabilizer (MMR-PID-PSS), based on the dynamic reduction of a power system 
model. These PSSs have been developed to refine the system’s dynamic performance by adjusting 
the regulator’s parameters in real time simulation with a broad range of operating conditions. 
1.4 Outlines of the Dissertation  
The remainder of this dissertation is arranged in the following order. Chapter 2 reviews 
linear techniques used to analyze small signal oscillations and extract information about system 
dynamic characteristics (state-space representation and linearization). It also performs a derivation 
of a linearizing model in a single synchronous generator connected to a network using a different 
linearization approach. 
Chapter 3 discusses the model reduction approach to reduce the original higher order power 




power system and the reduced order one is given under several operating conditions and changes 
in parameters.  
Chapter 4 presents the structure and tuning of the lead-lag power system stabilizer along 
with a brief explanation about the artificial neural network controller, and the design of an artificial 
neural network PSS (ANN-PSS) for a reduced order model. A comparison between the power 
system without PSS, with lead-Lag PSS, and with ANN-PSS is given for several different 
operating conditions and changes in parameters. 
Chapter 5 presents a brief explanation about the fuzzy logic controller. Additionally, it 
includes the design of a novel fuzzy logic PSS (FLPSS) for a reduced order power system model. 
A comparison between the power systems without PSS, with ANN-PSS, with FLPSS is given 
under several different of operating conditions and changes in parameters. 
Chapter 6 presents the proposed modified multiresolution proportional-integral-derivative 
power system stabilizer (MMR-PID-PSS) for a reduced order power system. At the beginning of 
the chapter, wavelet transforms and multi-resolution analysis are discussed.  As well, mathematical 
analysis of the wavelet transforms is presented and principles of the multi-resolution PID controller 
are described.  The design of the proposed MMR-PID-PSS is explained and then implemented for 
a single machine power system and a multi-machine environment. The stability analysis of the 
proposed MMR-PID-PSS is illustrated, and a comparison between the power system without PSS, 
with the proposed FLPSS and with the proposed MMR-PID-PSS is given under several different 
operating conditions for a single machine power system, 4-machine 10-bus power system, and 10-
machine 39-bus power system. The conclusions and future work of this research are presented in 






2 Mathematical Analysis of the Power System  
2.1 Introduction  
Power systems consist of synchronous generators, power transformers, transmission lines 
(tie-lines and distribution lines), dynamic and static loads, and reactive energy sources, such as 
static var compensators (series capacitors, shunt capacitors, and shunt reactors). As defined in 
Chapter 1, a power system’s ability to maintain synchronism following the occurrence small 
disturbances is referred to as dynamic stability. For small signal stability analysis, a dynamic 
model is required for the power system’s major components (synchronous generator, excitation 
system, automatic voltage regulator [AVR], and others). This chapter reviews the linear techniques 
used to analyze small signal oscillations and to extract information about system dynamic 
characteristics [3] [7] [10]. 
2.2 State Space Representation 
State-space representation is often used to describe the behavior of dynamic systems such 
as power systems. Hence, to model this particular behavior, a set of n first-order nonlinear ordinary 
differential equations is used, as follows [7] [10] [32] [36]: 
 ẋ = f(x, u, t) (2.1) 
where  
x = [x1  x2…xn]
T,      u = [u1  u2 …ur]
T,   f = [f1  f2… fn]
T 
 
The vector x refers to the state vector, and u is the vector of the inputs to the system. These 
are the external signals that affect system performance. The vector f is a nonlinear function, while 




not explicit functions of time, the system is referred to as an autonomous system, in which case 
equation (2.1) becomes 
 ẋ = f(x, u) (2.2) 
 
The equation that relates the output vector to the state vector and the input variables can be written 
as: 
 y = g(x, u) (2.3) 
where  
y = [y1 y2…ym]
T ,    g = [g1 g2…gm   ]
T 
Vector y is the output vector, while vector g is the vector of nonlinear functions relating the state 
and input variables to the output variables 
2.3 Linearization  
For small signal disturbances, nonlinear differential equations that describe the behaviour 
of a dynamic system could be linearized for the purpose of analysis. The linearization process 
consists of initializing state vector  𝐱0 and input vector 𝐮0 around the equilibrium point. Equation 
(2.2) thus becomes 
 ẋ0 = f (x0, u0) (2.4) 
 
For small perturbations in the state variables and input  
 x =  x0 + ∆x,   u = u0 + ∆u (2.5) 
   
where ∆ denotes a small deviation. Equation (2.2) then becomes 





If the disturbances are small, system equations 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑢) can be expressed in terms of Taylor’s series. 
With some simplification (e.g., neglecting the terms associated with second- and higher orders of 
power of Taylor’s series), equation (2.2) can be expressed as follows: 
 















The above equation can then be divided into two equations: 



































where i=1, 2, 3, … n, and j=1, 2, 3, …m 
So, the linearized forms of equations (2.2) and (2.3) are 
 ∆ẋ = A ∆x + B ∆u (2.11) 
 
 ∆y = C ∆x + D ∆u (2.12) 














































































∆x is the linearized state vector of dimension [n×1]. 
∆y is the linearized output vector of dimension [m×1]. 
∆u is the linearized input vector of dimension [r×1]. 
A is the system matrix of size [n×n]. 
B is the input matrix of dimension [n×r]. 
C is the output matrix of size [m×n]. 
D is the feed forward matrix size of [m×r]. 
By taking the Laplace transform for the equations (2.11) and (2.12), the state space equations can 
be obtained in the frequency domain as:   
 s∆X(s) − ∆X(0) = A∆X(s) + B∆U(s) (2.14) 
 





 The block diagram of the state-space representation can be obtained as shown in Figure 2.1.   
where, the initial condition ∆X(0) is assumed to be zero. 
 
2.4 Model Analysis  
When the state space has been established, the stability of the system can be extracted and 
analyzed using eigenvalues, which can be obtained by solving the following equation [32] [36]  
  |A − λI| = 0 (2.16) 
 
where (I) is the identity matrix and 𝛌 is the vector of eigenvalues. 
The eigenvalues 𝛌 can be real or imaginary, as in  λ = σ ± jω.  A system is said to be stable if the 
real parts of all eigenvalues are negative, and unstable if the real part of any eigenvalue is positive. 
If the real part of at least one eigenvalue is equal to zero while the real parts of all other eigenvalues 
are negative, then the system is borderline. The imaginary parts of the eigenvalues indicate a 
frequency of oscillation in rad/sec. The frequency of oscillation is calculated by f = ω 2π⁄   , which 
is damped if the real part of the eigenvalue is negative. The damping coefficient (damping ratio) 𝜁, 
is defined as: 
 










2.5 Modeling of the Power System  
Assume that the external system is modeled as a reference bus at the secondary bus of a 
step-up transformer as shown in Figure 2.2. It consists of a synchronous generator represented by 
a two-axis model and equipped with IEEE type-1 excitation and governing turbine systems, instead 
of an infinite bus voltage in the classical method. This approach does not need to estimate or 
compute the value of the equivalent external reactance 𝑥𝑒, infinite bus voltage and rotor angle 
measured with respect to an external bus. Power system disturbances are determined based on 
information about power flow and the voltage at the secondary bus of the step-up transformer. The 
model shown in Figure 2.2 is used to obtain the modified linearized dynamic model (Heffron-
Phillips or K-constant model [64]). The IEEE model 1.0 is used to model a synchronous generator 
[7] [10] [19] [21] [30]. 
 
 






The dynamic equations governing the system are as follows: 
 dδ
dt
= ωr −ωs 
(2.18) 
 
 δ̇ =  ω0ω (2.19) 
 
where, 
  ω = (ωr −ωs) ω0⁄  is the difference between rotor speed and synchronous speed in p.u, and 














′ + (xd − xd
′ )id + Efd] 
(2.21) 
   
 Ėfd = Gexc(s)(Vref + Vpss − VR)  (2.22) 
 
      Te = Eq
′ iq − (xq − xd
′ )idiq (2.23) 
 
The stator algebraic equations are given by:  
 Eq
′ + xd
′ id − Raiq = Vq (2.24) 
 





From the phasor diagram in Figure 2.3 [65] [66], we can see that the rotor angle (with 
respect to the voltage Vs∠θs of the high voltage bus) is defined as δs = δ − ϴs. The expressions 
of  Ef, Ps,  Qs, id,  iq, and δs,max can be derived from the phasor diagram as follows:  
 |Ef| = |oa| + (is sin(θ + δs))(xd − xq) (2.26) 
 
















The complex power at the high voltage bus is:  
 Ss = 3 ∗ VSIS
∗ = 3 ∗ (Vs cos δs − jVs sin δs)(iq + jid) (2.30) 
 
Substituting equations (2.28) and (2.29) in equation (2.30), the real and reactive power 
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is(xq + xt) cos θ − is(Ra + Rt) sin θ






































Figure 2.3 Phasor diagram for the system under study  
 
2.6 Linearized Model  
The standard linear model of a single machine infinite bus system (SMIB) (Heffron- 
Phillips- model [64]) can be obtained by linearizing system equations around an operating 
condition. The model details are provided in [7].  Here, the necessary modification will be to alter 
the linearizing system equation around the normal operating condition, since the system is 
linearized strictly from the secondary bus to the internal generator bus by defining the secondary 
bus of the step-up transformer as a reference bus instead of an infinite bus. By using this 
modification, one can design the power system stabilizer for a single machine system in a multi-
machine environment depending on local measurements.  
The synchronous generator is connected to the network by taking machine quantities from 
Park’s transformation and transferring them to Kron’s transformation rotating reference frame 




can provide a common reference frame. In the standard (Heffron-Phillips) model, the terminal 
voltage that illustrates these changes is given below [10] [13]:  
 vQ + jvD = (vq + jvd)e
jδ = (iq + jid)(Re + jxe)e
jδ + Eb∠0 (2.34) 
 
This is Kirchhoff’s voltage law between the generator terminal bus and the infinite bus. The 
subscripts q and d refer to the q and d axes in Park’s reference frame, and Q and D refer to the Q 
and D   axes in Kron’s reference frame. The transformation from ABC to dq0 for a synchronous 
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where f could be any quantity of voltage, current, power, or flux. 
The same equation for SMIB can be written between the high voltage bus of a step-up 
transformer and the terminal voltage bus of a synchronous generator, as follows. It is worth noting 
that this is the only modification proposed in this research to design a PSS independent of the 
external network. 
 vQ + jvD = (vd + jvd)e
jδ = (iq + jid)(Rt + jxt)e






 vq + jvd = (iq + jid)(Rt + jxt) + vs∠ϴse
−jδ (2.38) 
 
From the phasor diagram δ = δs + ϴs, substituting in equation (2.38) 




Separating real and imaginary parts of this equation results in the modified stator algebraic 
equations referred to the high voltage bus of the step-up transformer, which is suitable for any 
synchronous generator in a multi-machine system. 
 vq = Rtiq − xtid + vs cos δs (2.40) 
 
 vd = Rtid + xtiq − vs sin δs (2.41) 
 
Substituting Equation (2.25) when armature resistance is neglected in Equation (2.41) gives:  




Substituting Equation (2.24) when armature resistance is neglected in Equation (2.40) gives:  
 (xd
′ + xt)id − Rtiq = vs cos δs − Eq
′  (2.43) 
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where   A = (xd
′ + xt)(xq + xt) + Rt
2  




′ , giving the following:  
  ∆id = C1∆δS + C2∆vs + C3Eq
′  (2.47) 
 
 ∆iq = C4∆δS + C5∆vs + C6∆Eq





























By linearizing Equation (2.24) when armature resistance is neglected, one obtains 
 ∆vq = xd
′ C1∆δS + xd
′ C2∆vs + (1 + xd
′ C3)∆Eq
′  (2.49) 




 ∆vd = −xqC4∆δs − xqC5∆vs − xqC6∆Eq
′  (2.50) 
 
Linearizing equation (2.23) gives: 
 ∆Te = K1∆δS + KV1∆vs + K2∆Eq
′  (2.51) 
where 
K1 = Eq0C4 − (xq − xd
′ )iq0C1, and Eq0 = Eq0
′ − (xq − xd
′ )id0 
Kv1 = EqoC5 − (xq − xd
′ )iq0C2. 
K2 = Eq0C6 − (xq − xd
′ )iq0C3 + iq0. 











[∆Tm(s) − ∆Te(s) − KD∆ω(s)] 
(2.53) 
 







= Efd − Eq




By linearizing this equation and taking the Laplace transform, we obtain 
 (1 + sTdo
′ K3)∆Eq












Kv2 = (xd − xd
′ )C2. 










Substituting equations (2.49 and 2.50) in equation (2.56), gives: 
 ∆Vt = K5∆δS + Kv3∆vs + K6∆Eq
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The definitions of constants K1 to K6 are functions of vs, δs , vt, and machine currents. 
They are the same in the Heffron Phillips model except this model has references in δ, and 𝐸𝑏, and 
equivalent reactance Xe. As vs is not constant in this research model; there are three new 
coefficients introduced, which are Kv1, Kv2 and Kv3, as shown in Figure 2.4. If the voltage 
deviation is neglected and the angle voltage equals zero at the high bus voltage of the step-up 
transformer and transformer reactance is equal to equivalent, this model will be exactly the same 
as the Heffron-Phillips one [64].   
 
Figure 2.4 Linearizing model of a single synchronous generator connected to the network. 
 
The linearized small disturbance equations for a system can be put in state variables, as follows: 
 ∆Ẋ = A ∆X + B ∆U (2.58) 
where 
A and B are constant system matrices (depending on the parameters of the system) and have the 
dimensions of n×n and n×r, respectively, 




∆U is the control vector r×1 
 ∆X = [∆δ  ∆ω  ∆Eq
′   ∆Efd ∆VF ∆VA ∆VR ∆Tm ∆TV ]
T (2.59) 
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2.7 Summary  
This chapter discussed the mathematical model of a power system consisting of a 
synchronous generator connected to a network. The behaviour of a dynamic power system was 
described by a set of n first-order nonlinear ordinary differential equations. This research is mainly 
concerned with the ability of a power system to maintain synchronism under small disturbances; 
thus, as the disturbances are considered to be sufficiently small, the linearization of the system 
equations is possible for the purpose of analysis. Although the power system is  highly nonlinear, 
a wealth of information is obtained from the linearized model around an operating point. This 
permits the linear control system theory to be applied for system analysis, even though the system 
is inherently nonlinear. Some power system state variables are not measurable, and the external 
equivalent reactance has to be estimated. In addition, in multi-machine systems, full state feedback 
controllers require the feedback of other machine states.  
This chapter utilized the recently proposed modified Heffron-Phillips model, which is 
derived by taking the secondary bus voltage of a step-up transformer as a reference instead of the 
infinite bus in order to solve the above problems. As a result, the linearizing model of a single 
generator connected to the network and the linearized state-space equation were obtained. These, 
will be used in the next chapters to test power system under a variety of operating conditions and 






3 Reduced Order Model of the Power System 
3.1 Introduction  
Over the years, significant attention has been given to the development of simplified 
models primarily for the purpose of determining the dynamic behaviour of electrical machines 
during large excursions in some or all machine variables. The behaviour of synchronous machines 
was predicted by a set of steady-state voltage equations with modifications to account for transient 
conditions along with the dynamic relationship between rotor angle and torque. As mentioned in 
Chapter 2, the simplified model of a synchronous machine was obtained by neglecting the stator 
electrical transients and for all power system components connected to the stator (e.g., power 
transformer and transmission lines), this model is used widely in the industry as an analysis tool 
[7] [10] [13]. The basic generation unit of a power system consists of a synchronous generator, an 
automatic voltage regulator (AVR), a turbine, a governor, a power transformer and transmission 
lines, as shown in Figure 3.1. 
 
 
















 In this chapter, the power system is linearized by taking high bus voltage X as a reference 
to include the effect of transmission lines. The dynamic behavior of this basic unit can be expressed 
by a set of first-order differential equations. The overall state-space matrix of the basic unit of the 
power system ends with a ninth order model. For a large interconnected power system consisting 
of 2500 power generation plants, for example, each power station contains four generators. This 
system will have a state-space matrix with 90,000th-order. The problems inherent in high-order 
models of power system are very time-consuming, occupy a massive amount of space in a 
computer’s random-access memory (RAM), and lead to an unreliable controller. Also, ultra-high 
orders require a large number of states to be measured and a significant number of controller 
components. The reduction technique has been developed to overcome these difficulties. 
 Model reduction is a mathematical technique that is applied to the original model, high-
dimensional full-order system in order to obtain a smaller system model with properties similar to 
the original model. Several authors have discussed methods of determining simplified models for 
dynamic power systems. One of these methods is called the state variable grouping technique, 
which involves dividing the system variables into two groups based on their speed and response 
[67] [68] [69]. Another method reduces the dynamic model for generators that are outside an 
interesting area and which can be replaced by a dynamic equivalent. In this approach, 




represented, and an outside area that can be replaced by a dynamic equivalent [70], as shown in 
Figure 3.2. The construction of a dynamic equivalent involves the following three steps. 
A. Identification of coherent generators. 
B. Aggregation of generator terminal buses and elimination of the load buses. 
C. Aggregation of coherent generators models and their control devices. 
 
 
Figure 3.2. Dynamic model reduction for external area  
 
As a result, the identities of all the generator terminal buses in a full-order model within 
the external area were lost in the reduced-order model. These types of reduced-order models are 
used only to estimate oscillation and assist small-signal stability. However, the models are not very 
useful to design control systems, as there is no clear way to implement a controller in the original 
system from a reduced-order model that does not maintain the identities of its buses [71].  
E. J. Davison [72] provided a general method to reducing the state-space matrix (A) that 
depends on dominant eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The present research will use this method to 
minimize the order of matrix (A) of the power system under study while preserving the high bus 





and sent to another part of the power system using PMUs or fiber optic cables. Figure 3.3 shows 
the block diagram of an interconnected power system, where each generation unit could represent 




Figure 3.3. Block diagram of the entire power system  
 
3.2 Analytical Process of the Reduction Approach 
As mentioned above, this thesis will use E. J. Davison’s methodology to obtain the reduced 
order model of the power system unit, depending on controlling eignvalues and eigenvectors. The 
linearized small disturbance equation for the power system unit can be written in a state variable, 
as follows: 
 ∆Ẋ = A ∆X + B ∆U    (3.2) 
  





 Λ = M−1 ∗ A ∗ M (3.3) 
 
In equation (3.3), the product (A ∗ M) may be written regarding eigenvalues and eigenvectors:  
 A ∗ M = [Am1|Am2| … . |Amn] = [λ1m1│λ2m2│… .│λnmn] (3.4) 
 
because Ami = λimi is the relationship that defines eigenvalue λi. Equation (3.4) can be 
rearranged and written as follows: 
 
A ∗ M = [m1|m2| … . |mn] [
λ1 0 ⋯ 0
0 λ2 ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 0 ⋯ λn







M = [m1|m2| … . |mn] = [
m11 m12 ⋯ m1n
m21 m22 ⋯ m2n
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮






Thus, equation (3.2) can be written as: 
 ∆Ẋ = (M ∗ Λ ∗ M−1) ∆X + (M−1 ∗  M ∗ B)∆U (3.7) 
 
where 
A and B are constants of system matrices depending on the parameters of the system and have     
the dimensions [n×n] and [n×r], respectively, 
∆X is the state vector [n×1] 




M is the matrix of eigenvectors 
Λ  is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues  
Assuming initial conditions are zero, the time solution of equation (3.2) is as follows:  
 






Φ(t) is the transition matrix of the system. 
 By assuming the following: 
 B∆u(t) = 0,             t < 0 




the transition matrix in equation (3.8) can be expressed by  
 Φ(t − τ) = MeΛ(t−τ)M−1 (3.10) 
 
In which case, equation (3.8) becomes  
 















































M−1 = [n1|n2| … . |nn] = [
n11 n12 ⋯ n1n
n21 n22 ⋯ n2n
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮






Thus, the time solution for equation (3.2) can be written as follows: 
 













where  ∆x(t) = [∆x1  ∆x2… . ∆xn]
T  B = [b1 b2…bn]
T 
Similarly, the time solution for a reduced system can be found, where the reduction has an order 
























By comparing equations (3.14) and (3.15), a reduced-order model can be found, which can be 
described by the following differential equation: 
 ∆ẋr = Ar∆xr + Br∆U (3.16) 
 
where 
 Ar = MrΛr(Mr)−1 (3.17) 
 






Ar and Br are reduced system matrices, 
∆xr is the reduced state vector corresponding to the retained state vector, 
Mr is a square matrix representing a subset of the complete eigenvector matrix M (its columns 
are selected based on the dominant eigenvalue and its rows are selected based on the retained 
state variables), 
Λr  is a diagonal matrix of the dominant eigenvalues, and 
(M−1B)r is a diagonal matrix consisting of the retained rows of (M−1B) corresponding to ∆xr  
3.3 Digital Simulation Results  
The power system shown in Figure 3.1is used for digital simulation results and consists of 
a single equivalent machine connected to a network. The complete data for this system is given in 
Appendix A. The nominal operating condition is chosen as real power P = 0.75 p.u and reactive 
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3.3.1 Eigenvalue Analysis 
In this dissertation, MATLAB software is used to determine the eigenvalues of the system 
under study during different operating conditions. The eigenvalues of the original system are either 
real or complex conjugate pairs, keeping in mind that the real part of every eigenvalue must be 
negative to create a stable system. The imaginary parts of complex conjugate pairs of eigenvalues 
with dimensions rad/sec indicate a frequency of the oscillation, which is damped if the real parts, 
called the damping coefficients, are negative.  
Moreover, values of damping coefficients are a measure of system damping. The reciprocal 
of the absolute value of damping coefficient gives a corresponding time constant, and is a measure 
of the time required for the system to reach the steady-state condition. Generally, the eigenvalues 
of the original system (Λ) can be divided into three groups. The first group is those that are very 
close to the origin. They are called dominant eigenvalues, and the final transient of the system 
depends upon dominant eigenvalues. The second group is those that have intermediate values that 
play a dominant role in the transient response. The third group is those that are most distant from 
the origin, such that the group has an impact on the initial transient response. The eigenvalues can 





 |A − λI| = 0 (3.19) 
      
Table 3.1. Eigenvalues of power system under study at normal operating condition 
Modes  Eigenvalue 
1 -0.1483 + j5.9251   
2 -0.1483 - j5.9251   
3 -6.0560 
4 -14.6125 
5 -0.7643 + j1.0037   
6 -0.7643 - j1.0037   
7 -0.641    
8 -33.0775    
9 -2.0721 
 
3.3.2 Model Reduction Procedure 
The model consisting of a synchronous generator connected to a network reduces from 
ninth-order model (A) to a third-order one (Ar). The resulting states are the rotor angle deviation 
(∆δ) and the rotor speed deviation (∆ω), which are the state variables representing the dominant 
eigenvalues. From the intermediate group of eigenvalues, the measurable state of the exciter 
voltage deviation (∆Efd) has been retained. At the nominal operating condition of P = 0.75 p.u and 















A comparison between the original model and the reduced model is carried out at different 
operating conditions to test the effectiveness and reliability of the third-order model. Firstly, the 
systems are tested at the unity power factor (Q = 0.0 p.u), after which the eigenvalues for the 
reduced-order model are calculated and compared with the complete model, as shown in Table 3.2. 
Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 show the time response of the rotor angle deviation and rotor speed 
deviation for both the original and reduced system due to a 1% step increase in the input reference 
voltage applied at time 1 sec. 




Original system Reduced system 
 
P = 0.50 
-0.1505± j5.6653   -6.0560   -14.8780                        
-0.7835 ± j0.9774   -0.6321   -33.0348   -2.0635 
-0.1505± j5.6653    
-14.8780 
 
P = 0.75 
-0.1483 ± j5.9251 -6.0560   -14.6124                       
-0.7643 ± j1.0037   -0.641   -33.0775   -2.0721 
-0.1483 ± j5.9251   
-14.6124 
 
P = 1.0 
-0.1304 ± j5.8743 -6.0668   -14.3767                       
-0.8590 ± j1.0851   -0.6478   -33.1188   -2.0953 
-0.1304 ± j5.8743  
-14.3767 
 
P = 1.15 
-0.0995 ± j5.6769  -5.9243  -14.2826 
-0.9838 ± j1.1506  -0.6505   -33.1379  -2.1219 
-0.0995 ± j5.6769 
-14.2826 
 
P = 1.25 
-0.0600 ± j5.4795     -5.7539   -14.2366 
-1.1105 ± j1.1941 -0.6519 -33.1488  -2.1517 







Figure 3.4. Time response of ∆ω due to disturbance at normal operating conditions 
 





Secondly, in comparing the original and reduced power systems at lagging and leading 
power factors, the eigenvalues of both systems are tabulated, as shown in Table 3.3. This is 
illustrated in Figures 3.6 to 3.9, which clearly demonstrate acceptable performance.  




Original system Reduced system 
P = 0.75 
Q = 0.25 
-0.0898 ± j5.6032       -5.4404    -14.9844                 




P = 0.75 
Q = 0.5 
-0.0614 ± j5.4567     -4.9433   -15.1327                        
-1.1795± j1.0488   -0.6336   -32.0021  -2.0906 
-0.0614 ± j5.4567                                
-15.1327                         
 
P = 0.85 
Q = 0.35 
-0.0898 ± j5.6032       -5.2665   -14.9844                 
-1.0532± j1.0592     -0.6367   -33.0254   -2.0851 
-0.0898 ± j5.6032 
-14.9844 
 
P = 1.25 
Q = 0.6 
 0.0168 ± j 5.1361     -3.5258  -14.8905                       
-1.4859 ± j 1.1313 -0.6433  -33.0518 -2.2046 
0.0168 ±j 5.1361                                 
-14.8905                        
 
P = 0.75 
Q = -0.25 
-0.1745 ± j6.1816       -6.8177    -14.0596                 
-0.5925± j0.9453   -0.6479    -33.1507    -2.0741 
-0.1745 ± j6.1816 
-14.0596 
 
P = 0.75 
Q = -0.5 
-0.1695 ± j 6.1257   -7.7936  -13.1287                     
-0.5096 ± j0.9307   -0.6567  -33.2554  -2.0914 
-0.1695 ± j 6.1257                               
-13.1287                      
 
P = 0.85 
Q = -0.35 
-0.1658 ± j6.1095       -7.1182      -13.6704                  
-0.6094± j0.9882    -0.6533   -33.2026     -2.0890 
-0.1658 ± j6.1095 
-13.6704 
 
P = 1.25 
Q = -0.6 
0.3498 ± j4.4803      -6.7631  -12.9522                     
-1.4594 ± j1.1945  -0.6623  -33.3070  2.3803 
0.3498 ± j4.4803 





Figure 3.6. Time response of ∆ω due to disturbance at lagging power factor (P = 1.25 p.u, Q = 0.6 p.u) 
 
 





Figure 3.8. Time response of ∆ω due to disturbance at leading power factor (P = 1.25 p.u, Q = - 0.6 p.u) 
 
 








The third part of the comparison is achieved by changing the value of amplifier gain KA 
and the value of the total external impedance (RT  ≠ 0), as shown in Figure 3.1, whereas the 
previous results were with RT = 0 , and xT = 0.4. Table 3.4 along with Figures 3.10 to 3.13, show 
the level of accuracy of the simplified method when the parameters of the system have been 
changed.  




Original system Reduced system 
 
70 
-0.0622 ± j4.6591      -2.6595      -17.0196            
-1.2157 ± j1.4128   -0.6313  -33.0906  -2.2213 




-0.0371± j4.6411      -3.1369      -16.4653             
-1.3090 ± j1.3563    -0.6313  -33.0598  -2.1925 
-0.0371± j4.6411                             
  -16.4653 
 
90 
 -0.0109 ± j4.608      -3.7283      -15.8543                    
-1.3660 ± j1.2908  -0.6410  -33.0299 -2.1806 
-0.1491 ± j5.9294                                  
-15.8543                                         
 
100 
  0.0263 ± j4.6105       -4.3774       -15.1701       
-1.4443 ± j1.1779   -0.6316  -33.0007  -2. 1783 




0.0519 ± j4.6080   -5.2403      -14.3708                         
-1.4443 ± j1.1779   -0.6317  -32.9724  -2. 1783 




0.0612 ± j4.6187      -6.3568      -13.3723 
-1.4144 ± j1.1464   -0.6313  -32.9450  -2.1663 






Figure 3.10 Time response of ∆ω due to disturbance at (P = 0.75 p.u, Q = 0.0 p.u, and KA = 80 ) 
 
 







Figure 3.12 Time response of ∆ω due to disturbance at (P = 0.75 p.u, Q = 0.0 p.u, and KA = 110 ) 
 
 









This chapter discussed the reduction technique that depends on dominant eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors, applying the technique to the power system consisting of a synchronous machine 
represented by a two-axis model and equipped with an IEEE type-1 excitation system and turbine 
governor system connected to the network. This approach used the method proposed in Chapter 2, 
which is to linearize the unit of the power system by taking the high voltage side (high bus voltage 
X) as a reference instead of the infinite bus, as shown in Figure 3.1. This concept will make it 
possible to represent each power generation unit independent of the entire power system using the 
reduction technique method, as shown in Figure 3.3. In this case, the identity of the high voltage 
bus at each unit of the original power system will not be lost. Thus, the controllers can be 
implemented to the original system from a reduced-order model, and the voltage and current at 
these buses can measure it and send it to another part of the power system using phasor 
measurement units PMUs or fiber optical cables. The main advantages of using the reduced 
dynamic model are decreasing the computational time and minimizing the space in a computer’s 
random-access memory. The response will therefore be faster, which leads to superior controller 
performance. The reduction technique model was applied to a power system unit consisting of a 
synchronous generator connected to a network through a step-up transformer and transmission 
lines. The simulation tests of the original system and reduced-order model validate the reduced-
order method. A comparison between the original power system and the reduced order model was 
carried out across a wide range of operating conditions and changes in parameters in order to test 
the effectiveness and reliability of the third-order model. This is illustrated in Figures 3.4 to 3.13, 
which clearly demonstrated acceptable performance. The simplified model can thus be considered 





4 Design of Power System Stabilizers  
4.1 Introduction  
High-performance excitation systems are essential for maintaining a steady state and 
transient stability for modern synchronous generators, as well as for providing timely control of 
terminal voltage. Bus-fed static exciters with thyristor controllers, as shown in Figure 1.4, are 
increasingly being used for both hydraulic and thermal units. It is established that even using a fast 
acting exciter with a high gain automatic voltage regulator (AVR) can produce oscillatory 
instability in the power system. This type of oscillation is characterized by low frequency (0.2-2 
Hz), which can persist or even grow in magnitude for no apparent reason. This type of instability 
can endanger system security and limits power transfer. The major factors that contribute to 
instability are the loading of a generator or tie line, power transfer capability of transmission lines, 
power factor of generator and automatic voltage regulator gain. One can avoid the instability by 
adding supplementary control to an excitation system, which is called the power system stabilizer 
(PSS). The main goal of designing a PSS is to provide additional damping torque without affecting 
the synchronizing torque at critical oscillation frequencies [10] [13] [12] [73] 
4.2 Tuning of Lead-Lag PSS 
 Power system stabilizers have been used for over 30 years in the United States of America 
and in Canada. In the United Kingdom, PSSs have also been employed in Scotland to damp 
oscillations in the lines connecting Scotland and England.  Lead-Lag power system stabilizers 
contain a washout circuit, dynamic compensator, torsional circuit, and limiter as shown in 




with speed changes in order to increase the capability of the transmission line to deliver electrical 
power [10] [13] [73]. 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Block diagram of a lead-Lag PSS  
 
4.2.1 Washout Circuit  
A washout circuit is essentially working as a high pass filter. It removes DC offsets from 
the input signal and bias steady state from the output signal of PSS which will modify the terminal 
voltage of the generator because Lead-Lag PSS is expected to respond only to transient variation 
in the input signal, not to DC offsets in the signal. The value of TW is not critical and it could be 
anywhere in the range between 1 to 20 seconds. For the local model oscillation in the range from 
0.8 to 1.8 Hz, a washout time constant is satisfactory in 1.5 seconds. For inter-area oscillation in 
the range of 0.2 to 0.5 Hz, a washout time constant is 10 seconds or higher. 
4.2.2 Dynamic Compensator      
A two-stage lead-lag compensator is used as a dynamic compensator. It has a transfer 




Ks(1 + sT1)(1 + sT3)
(1 + sT2)(1 + sT4)
 
(4.1) 




  Ks is the gain of the power system stabilizer, while the amount of damping associated with rotor 
oscillation depends on stabilizer gain. To damp out rotor oscillations, a PSS must produce a 
damping component of electrical torque of a synchronous generator in phase with rotor speed 
deviation. This requires phase-lead circuits to be used to compensate the lag between the PSS 
output point and the resulting electrical torque developed. For design purposes of a Lead-Lag PSS, 
the effect of the washout circuit and torsional filter can be neglected but must be considered in 
evaluating PSS performance under various operating conditions. There are two design criteria: the 
time constants, T1 to T4, shown in equation (4.1), are to be chosen from the requirements of the 
phase compensation to achieve damping torque, and the Lead-Lag PSS gain is to be chosen to 
provide adequate damping torque across all criteria modes. 
The basis for choosing time constants of the dynamic compensator can be explained with 
a reference to the block diagram when PSS is included, as shown in Figure 4.3. The GEP(s) is the 
transfer function between electrical torque output and the reference voltage input, with the 
deviation in the speed machine assumed to be zero. The expression of GEP(s) can be derived from 
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Figure 4.2. Linearizing model of a generation unit connected to the network 
 
If the Lead-Lag PSS is providing pure damping torque at all frequencies, the phase characteristics 
must be balanced with the phase of GEP(s) at all frequencies. However, because this is not 
practical, the following steps are chosen to design the phase compensation of the PSS. 
A. The compensation of phase lag (phase lag of P(s) = PSS(s) GEP(s)) should pass through 
90° at a frequency of around 3.5 Hz (for input frequency, this can be reduced to 2 Hz). 
B. The compensated phase lag at a local mode frequency of 7 rad/sec should be below 45° and 
preferably around 20°. 
 




The plot of the phase angle ∠(T(jω)) of the compensator with variations in frequency will give 









When the transfer functions, GEP(s), of the generators do not have a resonant peak, the guidelines 


























 T2 = αT1 (4.8) 
 
and  ωc = 2πfc 
The gain of the PSS can be set by using root locus. Hence, for the speed deviation input, 
the PSS gain is set to one-third of the instability gain [10]. Using the bode plot for the transfer 
function, GEP(jω), at the operating condition P = 0.75 and Q = 0.0 P.U, as shown in Figure 4.4, 




shown in Figure 4.4. Substituting this into equations (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) gives α = 0.333 with 
time constants of T1 = 0.079 sec,   T2 = 0.0263 sec, T1 = T3 and T4 = T2 ×10 = 0.263. 
 
Figure 4.4 Magnitude and phase angle of GEP(jω) 
 
4.2.3 Torsional Filter 
The torsional filter in PSS is essentially a low pass filter to attenuate the first torsional 
mode frequency. Such a filter is necessitated by the adverse interaction of the PSS with torsional 
oscillation. This can damage the shaft, particularly at light generator loads when inherent 
mechanical damping is small. Even if shaft damage does not occur, PSS output can go into 
saturation (due to torsional frequency components) making it ineffective. The filter’s transfer 
































































The output of the PSS must be restricted to prevent the PSS countering the action of the 
automatic voltage regulator when load rejection takes place. The AVR acts to reduce the terminal 
voltage when PSS action calls for high terminal voltage due to increases in speed or frequency. It 
may even be desirable to trip PSS in the case of load rejection. The positive output is limited if the 
stabilizer is set at a relatively large value between 0.1 and 0.2 p.u. This allows a high level of 
contribution from the PSS during the swing.  
With such a high value of stabilizer output limit, it is essential to have a means of limiting 
the generator terminal voltage to its maximum allowable value. The negative limit of the PSS 
output is important during the rotor’s back swing, such that negative side limits are raised to 
prevent the PSS from reducing the generator’s terminal voltage excessively following a fault. 
Furthermore, AVR action is necessary to maintain the voltage and thus prevent loss of 
synchronism after the angular separation has increased. Typically, -0.2 to -0.5 p.u is used for the 
negative limit. 
4.3 Artificial Neural Network Controller 
The key to artificial neural networks (ANNs) is that their design enables them to process 
information in a way that is similar to a human (biological) brain, which is comprised of many 
millions of interconnected units of cells attached at several input (dendrites) and output (axon) 
signals. The axon connects with many other neurons via connection points called synapses. A 
synapse produces a chemical reaction in response to an input. The biological neuron fires if the 




learn and reason [36] [37]. Artificial neural networks are already being used in the industry with 
nonlinear procedures and human operator modeling. Additionally, for fault detection and 
monitoring as well as control process and optimization, ANN has been used as power system 
stabilizer [37] - [42] [74]. A brief review of ANN analysis will be discussed in this chapter.  
4.3.1 Basic Elements of an Artificial Neural Network  
An artificial neural network is a computational or mathematical model that mimics 
biological neural networks. It consists of processing elements called neurons which are linked 
together to create a network structure. Nonlinear function approximation uses process inputs to 
evaluate process outputs. An important feature of ANNs is their ability to adjust connections 
through an adaptive learning process called, appropriately enough, “learning”, which can be 
achieved using a series of examples and patterns. Information achieved through learning is retained 
and represented by a set of connection weights within the neural network structure.  Figure 4.5 
shows a simple neural network consisting of a linear combiner and nonlinear active function. The 
input signals I1, I2, … , In are multiplied by weights W1,W2, … ,Wn  and then collected together to 
generate the net input to the nonlinear active function. Thus, the output signal can be expressed as 
follows [36] [37] [38]: 
 
 Oj = 𝑓𝑗(x𝑗) (4.10) 
   
 















Figure 4.5. Simple model of an ANN 
 
In determining an ANN’s output, the weights are the most important coefficients. Weights 
are used to adjust connections between the neurons according to a modification rule. The bias (b) 
is utilized to increase or decrease the input to the nonlinear active function. The nonlinear active 
function is applied to transfer the activity level of the neuron to the output signal. There are many 
types of nonlinear active functions that have been used to build ANNs such as the sigmoid 
function, hard limit function, hyperbolic tangent function and Gaussian function, as shown in 
Figure 4.6 [36] [37]. The choice of the active function is dependent on the application using the 
ANN; in multi-layer neural networks, the active functions most commonly used are sigmoid and 





Figure 4.6. Types of activation function 
 
There are different types of neural network architectures, which are based on the way 
neurons are connected. One of these is a single-layer feed-forward network consisting of one 
computational layer and multi-input and multi-output signals, as shown in Figure 4.7. The input 




approximate a linear function. In the input layer, no computation process has taken place, so it is 
not accounted as a layer. 
 
Figure 4.7. Single layer feed-forward network 
 
The second type of network architecture is a multi-layer feed-forward network. It consists 
of two or more layers connected together to make one network, as shown in Figure 4.8. By using 
this type of neural network, the approximation of a non-linear function can be obtained. 
 
 
Figure 4.8. Multi-layer feed-forward network 
 
The third type is a recurrent neural network. This type of network contains feedback 
connections between the network’s outputs and inputs. Thus, the signals flow in both forward and 




systems. This design can be either a single-layer or multi-layer recurrent network, as shown in 
Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, respectively. 
 
Figure 4.9. Single-layer recurrent network 
 
 
Figure 4.10. Multi-layer recurrent network 
 
4.3.2 Neural Network Learning Algorithms  
One of the most important features of ANNs is their ability to learn, which can be defined 
as the procedure of adjusting the neural network parameters (weights and biases). Therefore, 
outputs can be predicted based on a given number of inputs and within acceptable limits of error. 




 Supervised Learning: The network is presenting with training data that represent the range 
of input possibilities, together with associated desired outputs. The weights are adjusted 
until the differences between the actual and desired outputs become a minimal acceptable 
value. 
 Unsupervised Learning: Because the technique does not use feedback information to 
update the network’s parameters, it is also called open-loop adaption. This approach is used 
in some applications such as speech recognition and image comparison. 
4.3.3 Back-Propagation Algorithm 
The back-propagation algorithm (BPA), which is one of the most common algorithms used 
to train ANNs. It is a supervised learning approach. It uses a gradient-descent optimization method. 
It is also called the delta rule, when applied to feed-forward networks. A feed-forward network 
that uses the delta rule for training is called a multi-layer perceptron (MLP). If the performance 












   
where Oj is the actual output while dj is the desired output. Using gradient-descent, the weight 










































If the active function is the sigmoid function, then: 
 ∂f
∂xj
= f(x)[1 − f(x)] 
(4.16) 
 
Since the neuron output Oj is f(x), equation (4.16) can be written as follows 
 𝜕Oj
𝜕𝑥𝑗
= Oj[1 − Oj]    
(4.17) 
 




























= Ii   
(4.20) 
 
Substituting equations (4.17) and (4.20) in equation (4.18), we get: 
 ∂Oj
∂Wji
= Oj[1 − Oj]Ii 
(4.21) 
   





























 δj = (dj − Oj) ∗ Oj[1 − Oj] (4.24) 
 











This leads to weight increment, called the delta rule, for a particular neuron 
 ∆Wji(kT) = 𝜂δjIi (4.26) 
 
where 𝜂 is the learning rate and has a value between 0 and 1. Therefore, the new weight becomes: 
 
 Wji(kT) = Wji([k − 1]T) + 𝜂δjIi (4.27) 
 
In other words, if the sensitivity of the squared error to a particular weight is that increasing the 
weight causes an increase in the squared error, during a training step the weight is slightly reduced. 
If the error is increased by decreasing the weight, the weight is increased. When fed many times 
with each data point in an input/output training set, this iteration, when stable, usually backs down 




promotes iteration stability. To avoid convergence to local minima, noise added to the weights 
could be used to periodically shake up the iteration. 
 Generally, many thousands of iterations are needed to reach the global minimum. When 
one considers the many directions in weight hyperspace, this is not surprising. Other training 
methods such as those which try to mimic genetic algorithms are supposed to be faster but are not 
as well developed. Mapping a neural network could also be used to get the overall dynamics of a 
system or for error-driven control in order to mitigate the downside of ANN controllers, which is 
that they require extensive offline training and can react unpredictably when encountering 
operating conditions outside of their original training sets. This thesis presents an untrained ANN 
controller to use in a PSS. 
4.4 Proposed Untrained Artificial Neural Network  
The proposed method uses a multi-layer feed-forward network, consisting of an input layer, 
a hidden layer, and an output layer, as shown in Figure 4.11. The active function is a nonlinear 
sigmoid function.  
 




From Figure 4.6, it can be noted that, in the sigmoid, when x tends to ∞, the value of f(x) 
tends to +1, while when x tends to -∞, f(x) tends to zero. When x is equal to zero the value of the 
sigmoid function is equal to 0.5. The derivative of the sigmoid function is given below. From 
equation (4.28), it can be noted that as x tends to ∞ or -∞, the value of df(x) dx⁄  tends to zero. 










   
 
 
Figure 4.12. Derivative of sigmoid function   
 
This research uses only three hidden neurons (N, Z and P) resulting in a network that is 
easy and less time-consuming to train. The network has three inputs (I), (J) and (S). These, 




derivative of the error (acceleration ∆ω̇). The network is shown in Figure 4.11. The output is the 
control signal as given below:  
 
 O = WOb +WONf(IWIN + JWJN + SWSN +WNb)
+WOZf(IWIZ + JWJZ + SWSZ +WZb)




    
Equation (4.29) shows how the weights (W) can be used in a map to scale and shift the 
squashing function horizontally and vertically. In this research, the artificial network mimics the 
PID controller, the output signal of which is shown in following equation [75] [76]: 
 O = KPI + KIJ + KDS (4.30) 
    
For an artificial neural network to mimic a PID controller, the following assumptions are made: 







∗ (WON +WOZ +WOP) 
(4.32) 
 
The saturation limits of the controller are set to be the values of  WON,  WOZ and WOP, 
which are determined by the hardware. Therefore, the value of WOb would be known. The ANN 
controller reduces to: 
 O = WONf(IWIN) +WOZf(JWJZ) +WOPf(SWSP) +WOb (4.33) 
 
The differentiation of the output signal of the PID controller with respect to input I gives 
the proportional gain, Kp, while the output signal with respect to the input, J, gives the integral 




 KD. Therefore, differentiation of the reduced ANN controller with respect to I, J and S, when they 






















4.4.1 Design of Fixed Gain Proportional-Integral-Derivative Regulator (PID-PSS) 
As mentioned above, determining the parameters of the proposed untrained ANN regulator 
requires the PID regulator gains first to be evaluated. To design a fixed-gain PID-PSS, the gains 
KP, KI and KD can be calculated by selecting a pair of specified eigenvalues (dominant 
eigenvalues) λ = λ1 and λ = λ2 for the electromechanical mode of the synchronous generator 
connected to the network [77].  
The linearized mode of the power system that is obtained around the operating condition 
is given as follows: 
 ∆ẋ(t) = A∆x(t) + B∆u(t) (4.37) 
 
 ∆y(t) = C ∆x(t) (4.38) 
 
By taking the Laplace transform for the equations (4.37) and (4.38) 
 ∆X(s) = (sI − A)−1B∆U(s) (4.39) 
and, 





The output signal of the PID controller with washout circuit can be written as follows: 
 
 






+ sKD) C∆X(s) 
(4.41) 
  
where H(s) is the transfer function of the PID controller and washout circuit,  ∆Y(s) is the output 
of the power system and the input of the controller (which has been selected to be rotor speed 
deviation, ∆ω), TW is the washout time constant and, KP, KI and KD are the gains of the PID 
regulator. 


























Thus, by substituting a pair of pre-specified eigenvalues λ = λ1 and λ = λ2 for the 
electromechanical mode into equation (4.43), three algebraic equations with three unknowns will 
result as follows: KP, KI, and KD. These gain settings can then be obtained by solving the algebraic 
equations.  
The fixed gains of PID-PSS are a function of the power system parameters K1-K6 and KV1-
KV3, and these parameters are functions of a generator’s operating conditions. Therefore, the 
eigenvalues of the system will be changed from specified values as long as the loading conditions 




a power system will continue to change. The operating conditions of the generators will also 
change when faults occur in the power system, adding new loads to the power system and 
disconnecting some equipment such as power transformers and transmission lines in order to repair 
them. These contingencies make a fixed-gain PID-PSS unable to provide a good response under a 
wide range of operating conditions. In order to mitigate these problems, an artificial neural network 
power system stabilizer (ANN-PSS) that mimics a PID regulator is proposed.  The design of ANN-
PSS is the subject of the next subsection.    
4.4.2 Design of an Artificial Neural Network PSS (ANN-PSS) for a Reduced Order Model  
Although traditional control structures could improve the power system stability, they 
cannot guarantee adequate performance in many practical applications because their parameters 
are determined at a particular operating point. Moreover, the power systems are highly non-linear 
and potentially subjected to unpredictable disturbances. Increasing the demand as well as the 
complexity of power systems has led to making them unreliable controllers. To offset these issues, 
an artificial intelligent controller is proposed.   The basic structure of this proposed artificial neural 
network power system stabilizer (ANN-PSS) is shown in Figure 4.13. The inputs of the controller 
are selected to have a speed deviation, ∆ω, an integral speed change, ∫ ∆ω, and a derivative speed 
deviation ∆ω̇. From Figure 4.13, it is clear that the values of speed deviation, ∆ω, the integral of 
the speed change and the acceleration, ∆ω̇, pass through three layers, namely the input layer, a 
hidden layer, and an output layer of neurons. In practice, the input data are received from the 
electronic sensors, while the neuron’s output layer gives the control signal. Within the hidden 







Figure 4.13. Schematic diagram of the power system model with proposed ANN-PSS 
 
In this dissertation, an ANN-PSS will be applied to a reduced order power system model, 
as shown in Figure 4.14. The original system is first formed, after which a proposed reduction 
technique is used, and the roots of the reduced order model matrices are found. The ANN-PSS 
technique thus uses another control signal based on reduced order response. 
 




4.5 Numerical Results  
Numerical results are carried out on the power system shown in Figure 2.2, which consists 
of a synchronous machine represented by a two-axis model and equipped with an IEEE type-1 
excitation system and turbine governor system connected to a network. The artificial neural 
network techniques are applied as discussed above and compared with a conventional Lead-Lag 
controller to obtain a proper dynamic performance over a wide range of operating conditions. The 
effectiveness of the ANN-PSS approach is characterized through ±1% step change in the input 
reference voltage applied at times of 1 sec, 11 sec, and 21 sec. 
 
 








Figure 4.16. Time response of ∆δ due to disturbances at P = 0.25 and Q = 0.0 pu 
 
 






Figure 4.18. Time response of ∆δ due to disturbances at normal operating condition 
 
In the results shown above in Figures 4.15 to 4.18, it is assumed that the transformer 
reactance is fixed at Xt = 0.4 P.U. From the figures, it is evident that the system at the unity power 
factor, due to the ±1% step change in input reference voltage applied at times 1, 11 and 21 seconds, 
caused persistent oscillations over a relatively long time. By using the PSS approach this 
oscillation damps extremely fast, especially with the proposed controller, of ANN-PSS. However 
in real life the power transformer is connected in series with the transmission lines, the reactance 
in the next study cases will be changed at lagging and leading power factors to gauge the efficacy 








Figure 4.19. Time response of ∆ω due to disturbances at P = 0.85, Q = 0.65 and Xt = 0.8 pu 
 






Figure 4.21. Time response of ∆ω due to disturbances at P = 1.25, Q = 0.6 and Xt = 0.65 pu 
 





Figure 4.23. Time response of ∆ω due to disturbances at P = 0.85, Q = -0.6 and Xt = 0.8 pu  
 





Figure 4.25. Time response of  due to disturbances at P = 1.05, Q = -0.6 and Xt = 0.8 pu  
 




4.6 Comparative Study  
To indicate the superiority of the proposed controller (ANN-PSS) over the traditional 
controller (Lead-Lag PSS), Tables 4.1 to 4.4 present a comparative study between the controllers 
using calculations of the maximum peak value and the settling time for rotor speed response at 
different operating conditions. Changes in transformer reactance and in the amplifier gain, KA, in 
the excitation system are also compared. From the tables, it is evident that the proposed ANN-PSS 
shows good time response with better maximum peak value and less settling time compared to the 
Lead-Lag PSS. The power system is stable with most of the operating conditions having been 
tested. Under a few of the more severe operating conditions, when the disturbance is caused by 
±1% change in voltage reference (which is the input for the AVR), the power system with the 
proposed controller ANN-PSS is unstable. 
Table 4.1. Comparative study between conventional PSS and proposed controllers with different operating 
conditions and (Xt = 0.4, KA = 100) 











P = 0.85, Q = 0.65 3 ∗ 10−4 4.2 2.12 ∗ 10−4 3.1 
P = 0.75, Q = 0.55 2.85 ∗ 10−4 4 2.08 ∗ 10−4 3.4 
P = 0.75, Q = 0.0 3 ∗ 10−4 3.84 2.2 ∗ 10−4 3.2 
P = 0.75, Q = -0.55 3.3 ∗ 10−4 4.1 2.5 ∗ 10−4 3.5 
P = 0.85, Q = -0.65 3.5 ∗ 10−4 4.37 2.7 ∗ 10−4 3.8 
P = 1.25, Q = 0.6 3.6 ∗ 10−4 4.5 2.73 ∗ 10−4 3.9 





Table 4.2. Comparative study between conventional PSS and proposed controllers with different operating 
conditions and (Xt = 0.6, KA = 100) 











P = 1.45, Q = 0.25 3.9 ∗ 10−4 > 10 1.8 ∗ 10−4 3.75 
P = 1.25, Q = 0.5 6.3 ∗ 10−4 9.2 5.1 ∗ 10−4 5.5 
P = 1.05, Q = 0.6 5 ∗ 10−4 6.67 3.8 ∗ 10−4 5.07 
P = 0.85, Q = 0.6 3.7 ∗ 10−4 5.6 2.7 ∗ 10−4 3.55 
P = 0.85, Q = - 0.6 4.1 ∗ 10−4 5.6 3.2 ∗ 10−4 3.9 
P = 1.05, Q = - 0.6 5.7 ∗ 10−4 9.8 4.7 ∗ 10−4 5.15 
P =1.45, Q = - 0.25 6.1 ∗ 10−4 7.6 5 ∗ 10−4 5 
 
Table 4.3. Comparative study between conventional PSS and proposed controllers with different operating 
conditions and (Xt = 0.8, KA = 100) 











P = 1.05, Q = 0.5 7.5 ∗ 10−4 > 10 6 ∗ 10−4 6.4 
P = 0.85, Q = 0.6 5.8 ∗ 10−4 > 10 4.5 ∗ 10−4 5.1 
P = 0.85, Q = - 0.6 5.2 ∗ 10−4 > 10 4.1 ∗ 10−4 5.05 
P = 1.05, Q = -0.6 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ 









Table 4.4. Comparative study between conventional PSS and proposed controllers with different operating 
conditions and (Xt = 0.6) 











P = 1.25, Q = 0.45 
KA = 120 
6.5 ∗ 10−4 10 5.5 ∗ 10−4 5.4 
P = 1.05, Q = 0.5 
KA = 110 
4.9 ∗ 10−4 5.43 3.7 ∗ 10−4 4.8 
P = 0.85, Q = 0.6 
KA = 100 
5.8 ∗ 10−4 > 10 4.5 ∗ 10−4 5.1 
P = 0.85, Q = - 0.6 
KA = 90 
3.8 ∗ 10−4 6.3 2.9 ∗ 10−4 4.6 
P = 1.05, Q = -0.6 
KA = 90 
5.5 ∗ 10−4 9.5 4.3 ∗ 10−4 5.55 
P = 1.25, Q = - 0.45 
KA = 80 
6.5 ∗ 10−4 > 10 5.4 ∗ 10−4 4.7 
 
 
4.7 Summary  
In this chapter, two types of power system stabilizers were designed. One is a Lead-Lag 
power system stabilizer, and the other is an intelligent controller (ANN-PSS). The main goal in 
designing a Lead-Lag PSS is to understand the construction and tuning of this type of stabilizer, 
as it is still frequently used in the power systems. Additionally, the Lead-Lag PSS has been used 
in this chapter comparatively to show the effectiveness of the proposed controller and to 
demonstrate that, designing methodologies based on classical conventional control techniques do 
not formally guarantee driver robustness at the design stage. However, the advances achieved in 
computer processing speed and memory capacity over the past few years have allowed the use of 
robust control techniques for the design of damping controllers, such as the proposed controller 




system, which consists of a synchronous generator represented by a two-axis model and equipped 
with IEEE type-1 excitation and turbine governor systems connected to the network, to improve 
the system’s dynamic performance and to adapt real-time controller parameters due to changes in 
the loading conditions.  
In order to reduce the lengthy time required to train the network in ANN-PSS, this research 
used a neural network with only three hidden neurons and three inputs to mimic a PID controller, 
as explained above. The input signals to the ANN-PSS were the aberration speed, ∆ω, the integral 
of speed change, ∫ ∆ω, and the derivative of the speed deviation, ∆ω̇. The digital simulation results 
show that the system with the proposed ANN-PSS produces proper damping characteristics at 
different operating conditions. The digital simulation results showed that the system with Lead-
Lag PSS and ANN-PSS yielded proper damping characteristics under some operating conditions, 
whereas the system with the ANN-PSS gave better dynamic response compared with the Lead-
Lag PSS controller under the same operating conditions. These improved parameters increase a 
power system’s reliability. Under severe operating conditions as is shown in Figure 4.25 and 
Figure 4.26 when the disturbance caused by -1% change in voltage reference (which is the input 
for the AVR), the power system with the proposed controller ANN-PSS was unstable. Thus, the 
proposed ANN-PSS can be said to provide good dynamic response only under limited operating 










5 Design of a Novel Fuzzy Logic PSS (FLPSS) for a Reduced-Order Power 
System  
5.1 Fuzzy Logic Control Principles  
A brief review of some basic concepts of fuzzy logic and fuzzy control will be presented 
in this chapter. A more comprehensive review of the subject is covered in detail in [36] [78] [79].  
Unlike the classical control approach, which requires an in-depth understanding of a power 
system along with exact equations and precise numerical values, the philosophy behind fuzzy logic 
control is applicable for a power system. It allows for the modeling of a complex system using a 
higher-level abstraction originating in accumulated knowledge and experience. Fuzzy logic also 
allows for the expression of knowledge in linguistic commands rather than crisp values in control 
systems. This linguistic concept can be reflected in certain (if………….then) production rules. 
Fuzzy logic theory is attractive to some operators in that it gives computers the ability to make 
flexible and highly responsive control, which in the past had to be performed by human judgment. 
In the previous methodology, a condition could be judged by the computer as being only either 
correct or incorrect, but this theory permits to judging something to be almost correct or very 
correct. The applications of fuzzy logic control techniques appear to be suitable for a power system 
in light of the following factors: 
 Improved robustness over that obtained using conventional linear controllers. 
 Simplified control design for difficult-to-model systems (to design fuzzy logic controllers, 
there is no need for an accurate model of the power system).  




5.2 Basic Concept of Fuzzy Logic 
The following summarizes the basic concepts of fuzzy set theory that will be used in control 
signal algorithms [36] [78] [80]. 
5.2.1 Fuzzy Sets 
A fuzzy set is a generalization of concepts of an ordinary bivalent set or crisp set. If C is a 
crisp set defined in universe U, then for any element u of U, either u ∈ C [ 𝜇𝐶(𝑢) = 1 ] or u ∉ C [ 
𝜇𝐶(𝑢) = 0 ]. For any crisp set C it is possible to define a characteristic function as follows: 
 
 μC(u) = {
1  if u ϵ C





The central concept of the fuzzy set theory is that the membership function, (μ), can have 
a value between 0 and 1. The membership function (μ) has a relationship with the x-axis called the 
universe of discourse or domain of discourse (U). In fuzzy logic theory, the characteristic function 
is generalized to a membership function (MF) that assigns u ∈ U a value from the unit interval [0, 
1] instead of a two-element set {0, 1}. The set defined on the basis of such an extended membership 
function is called a fuzzy set μC: U → [0,1]. The fuzzy set is represented as follows: 
 








In equation (5.2), the symbol (+) is not an addition as in the normal algebraic sense, but instead 
denotes a fuzzy arithmetic union operation and the symbol (/) is a delimiter. Thus, the numerator 
of each term is the membership value in fuzzy set C associated with the element of the universe 




The membership function has different shapes such as triangular, trapezoidal and Gaussian 
membership function [79]: 
 Triangular membership function: the triangular curve is a function of vector x and depends 
on three parameters (a, b and c), as given below: 
 
 






0,              𝑥 ≤ 𝑎
𝑥 − 𝑎
𝑏 − 𝑎
      𝑎 < 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏
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      𝑏 ≤ 𝑥 < 𝑐







Figure 5.1. Triangular membership function of fuzzy set 
 
 Trapezoidal membership function: the triangular curve is a function of a vector x, and 
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Figure 5.2. Trapezoidal membership function of fuzzy set  
 
 Gaussian membership function: the symmetric Gaussian function depends on two 
parameters (a and b), as shown in the following equation:  
 
 












Figure 5.3. Gaussian membership function of fuzzy set 
 
The selection of the membership function is up to the designer of the controller and 
application. Fuzzy sets represented by a symmetrical triangular are most commonly used because 
their computation is quite simple and give good results.   
5.2.2 Fuzzy Set Operations 
Fuzzy sets theory involves very complicated theorems, most of which are not related to the 
development of fuzzy control applications. The following definition is used in control system 
algorithms for fuzzy sets. Let A and B be two fuzzy sets within classical set X with the membership 
functions of 𝜇𝐴 and 𝜇𝐵, respectively. The following fuzzy set operations, shown in Figure 5.4, can 





Figure 5.4. Operators on fuzzy sets  
 
 Equality of fuzzy sets:  
Two fuzzy sets A and B, are equal if they have the same membership function on the classical 
set X 
 μA(x) = μB(x)    ∀ x ∈ X (5.6) 
 
 Union of fuzzy sets:  
The union of two fuzzy sets, A and B, corresponding to the Boolean OR function, is given by 




 μA∪B(x) = μA+B(x) = max(μA(x), μB(x))     ∀ x ∈ X (5.7) 
  
 Intersection of fuzzy sets:  
The intersection of two fuzzy sets, A and B, corresponding to the Boolean AND function, is 
given by:  
 μA∩B(x) = min(μA(x), μB(x))    ∀ x ∈ X (5.8) 
  
 Complement of fuzzy sets:  
The complement of fuzzy set, A, corresponding to the Boolean NOT function, is given as 
follows: 
 μ−A(x) = 1 − μA(x)     ∀ x ∈ X (5.9) 
 
5.3 Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) 
The basic construction of a fuzzy logic control (FLC) system is shown in Figure 5.5. It 
consists of three stages: the fuzzification stage, the rule and inference stage, and defuzzification 
stage. The fuzzification stage is a process of mapping inputs to the FLC into fuzzy set membership 
values, with decisions needed to be made regarding number of inputs, size of the x-axis of the 
fuzzy sets, and number and shape of the fuzzy sets. A FLC that mimics a proportional derivative 
controller (PD) will be required to minimize the error E (t) and the rate of change of the 






Figure 5.5. Fuzzy logic control system  
 
The number and shape of fuzzy sets is a compromise between the accuracy of control action 
and real-time computational complications. For seven linguistic variables, the input domain can 
be described by appropriate linguistic terms, such as positive large (PL), positive medium (PM), 
positive small (PS), about zero (Z), negative small (NS), negative medium (NM), and negative 
large (NL). A fuzzy rule base consists of a set of antecedent-consequent linguistic rules of the form 
as in equation (5.10). A typical set of fuzzy interface rules is shown in Table 5.1 [80] [81] 
 
 IF   E   is   PS   AND   dE   is   NS   THEN   U is Z (5.10) 
 
The rule-base is constructed using prior knowledge from either one or all of the following 
sources: the physical laws that govern plant dynamics, data from existing controllers, and 
knowledge obtained from experience experts. Defuzzification is the process of mapping a set of 
inferred fuzzy control signals contained within a fuzzy output window to a non-fuzzy (crisp) 
control signal. The center of the area method is the most known defuzzification technique, which 






Crisp control signal =





Table 5.1. Typical fuzzy logic control rules [80] 















NL NL NL NL NM NM NS Z 
NM NL NL NM NM NS Z PS 
NS NL NM NS NS Z PS PM 
Z NM NM NS Z PS PM PM 
PS NM NS Z PS PS PM PL 
PM NS Z PS PM PM PL PL 
PL Z PS PM PM PL PL PL 
 
 
5.4 Fuzzy Logic Power System Stabilizer FLPSS 
Most current electrical power systems have long transmission lines and remote sources of 
generation. Such systems typically have high series impedance, which reduces system stability. 
The application of a conventional power system stabilizer (CPSS) to improve the dynamic 
performance power system has been the focus of extensive studies for some time. These have a 
fixed structure, constant parameters, and are tuned for one operating point. Due to power system 
drifts that arise due to continuous load changes or unpredictable major disturbances such as three-




time based on online measurement in order to maintain good dynamic performance over a wide 
range of operating conditions.  
The desirable performance has motivated the development of a self-tuning power system 
stabilizer. Although the self-tuning power system stabilizer is capable of offering better dynamic 
performance than a conventional power system stabilizer, it requires model identification in real 
time, which can be very time-consuming. The nonlinear behaviour of a power system can be 
approximated by linear models and additional information must be supplied in order to design 
reliable and well-performing controllers. An important source of such information is the 
knowledge of plant operators, control engineers and process designers. A FLC technique has been 
found to be a good replacement for conventional power system stabilizer techniques [53] [55] - 
[57] [81] [82]. 
5.5 Design of a Novel Fuzzy Logic PSS (FLPSS) for a Reduced Order Power 
System  
A common way to damp electromechanical low-frequency oscillations in a power system 
is to use additional control signals with an automatic voltage regulator (AVR) fed by a speed 
deviation signal. Conventional design techniques use a single machine infinite bus system (SMIB) 
to design a power system stabilizer based on the transfer function between the AVR’s input and 
the resultant torque. In this technique, the external equivalent reactance and the voltage at the 
infinite bus or their estimation value must be known. Other conventional design methods require 
all of the system information such as P-Vr characteristic and residue [20]. 
 The proposed method uses the information at the secondary side of a step-up transformer 
to deduce a power system model, and the order of which is then reduced to design the PSS.  The 




The inputs of such a controller are selected to be the generator speed deviation, ∆ω, and the 
derivative of the speed deviation  ∆ω̇. In practice, only speed variation can be sampled at regular 
intervals defined by a sampling period. The rate of speed deviation (acceleration) can be derived 
from the speed signals measured at two successive sampling intervals using the following 
equation: 
 ∆ω̇ = (∆ω(k) − ∆ω(k − 1))/∆T (5.12) 
 
where ∆T is the sample interval.  
The decisions in the fuzzy logic approach are made by forming a series of control rules to 
cover all possible combinations of input variables (n) with membership functions (z). The number 
of control rules (F) will be (F = zn). Most researchers have used fuzzy logic control as a power 
system stabilizer with two inputs, where each input has seven membership functions (typical 
control rules). The number of rules in this case will be the 49-rule [53] [56] [57] [82] [83]. 
However, increasing the number of rules requires more memory storage and processing time. To 
avoid these problems, only three membership functions for each input are used in this research. 
Thus, the number of rules will be 9 instead of the 49 used in the classical design. 
As shown in Figure 5.6, it is clear that the values of speed deviation, ∆ω, and the 






Figure 5.6. Schematic diagram of power system model configuration 
 
In the fuzzification stage, the input crisp variables, ∆ω(k) and ∆ω̇(k), are converted into 
fuzzy variables, ∆ω and ∆ω̇, by the triangular membership functions, as shown in Figure 5.7. Each 
input is divided into three fuzzy sets rather than seven fuzzy sets (seven being the dividing range 
of choice in most published research) [53] [56]; the three fuzzy sets are negative (N), about zero 
(Z) and positive (P). Each fuzzy variable is a number of subsets with a degree of membership 
μ(∆ω) and  μ(∆ω̇) varying between zero (no membership) and one (full membership). The fuzzy 
variables ∆ω and ∆ω̇ produced by the fuzzification stage are then processed by an inference engine 
that executes a set of control rules, as shown in Table 5.2, where VLN is a very large negative, LN 
is a large negative, MN is medium negative, SN is small negative, Z is about zero, SP is small 
positive, MP is medium positive, LP is a large positive, and VLP is a very large positive. Figure 5.8 
shows the output of the membership function. To simplify the calculations, these output 






Figure 5.7. Fuzzy logic input triangular membership functions 
  
 
Figure 5.8. An output membership function  




N Z P  
N VLN LN MN 
Z SN Z SP 





For a system with two control variables and three linguistic variables, this leads to a 3×3 
decision matrix. In Table 5.2, each fuzzy variable represents a fuzzy rule. The knowledge required 
to generate the fuzzy rules can be derived from understanding the behavior of the dynamic system 
under control. Each rule contributes to the output. The contribution is the minimum between the 
memberships μ(∆ω) and μ(∆ω̇) . A typical rule has the following structure: 
 
 R: if (∆ω)  is  P  AND  (∆ω̇)  is  Z   THEN   Uc is LP (5.13) 
  
Because a crisp control signal is needed for the excitation system, the numerical value of 
the fuzzy controller is obtained from the output contributions using the centroid of area method as 
shown in equation (5.11). 
In this dissertation, the FLPSS will be applied to a reduced order power system model, as 
shown in Figure 5.9. The original system is first formed, after which a proposed reduction 
technique is used and the roots of the reduced order model matrices are found. The FLPSS 
technique thus uses another control signal based on reduced order response:  
   
 




5.6 Determination of Fuzzy Logic Controller Parameters 
As mentioned above, a fuzzy logic controller (FLC) that mimics a proportional derivative 
controller (PD) will be required to minimize the error, E (t), and the rate of change of the error,  
dE (t)/dt.  The break points in a simplified fuzzy logic rule-based controller can be related to the 
PD gains. Therefore, in order to determine the parameters of an FLC that mimics a PD controller, 
the gains of the PD controller should be determined. 
5.6.1 Design of Proportional-Derivative Controller 
In the design of a fixed gain proportional-derivative controller (PD-PSS), the gain setting, 
KP and KD, can be computed by assigning a set of specified eigenvalues, λ = λ1 , λ = λ2  and  λ =
λ3 , for the electromechanical mode of the synchronous generator connected to the network. This 
is referred to as the pole assignment technique. First, the linearized model of the power system is 
obtained around the operating condition. This model is given as [84]: 
 ∆ẋ(t) = A∆x(t) + B∆u(t) (5.14) 
 
 ∆y(t) = C ∆x(t) + D ∆u(t) (5.15) 
 
The Laplace transform is then applied to the equations (5.14) and (5.15)   
 ∆X(s) = (sI − A)−1B∆U(s) (5.16) 
 
 ∆Y(s) = C ∆X(s) + D ∆U(s) (5.17) 
 
Next, by substitution of equation (5.16) into equation (5.17), the transfer function of the system 














where n(s) is the numerator and d(s) is the denominator of the open loop transfer function. 




n(s) ∗ (KP + sKD)




The characteristic equation of the closed loop transfer function is: 
 
 d(s) + n(s) ∗ (KP + sKD) = 0 (5.20) 
 
Comparing the characteristic equation of the closed loop transfer function with the characteristic 
equation that has the desired eigenvalues, the proportional gain, KP, and the derivative gain, KD, 
can be found. 
5.6.2 Design of Fuzzy Logic Controller 
After the PD controller gain has been obtained, the parameters of a simplified fuzzy logic 
controller can be found. Consider the case, where the derivative input ∆ω̇ of a fuzzy logic 
controller is 100% positive and 0% negative.  As the error input, ∆ω, of the fuzzy logic controller 
goes from 100% positive to 100% negative between the break points, +B∆ω and –B∆ω, as shown 
in Figure 5.10, the output of the fuzzy logic controller, UC, goes from +4BUC to +2BUC as shown 





Figure 5.10. Fuzzy input membership functions (the error ∆ω  is varied while ∆ω̇ is fixed) 
 
 
Figure 5.11. Output membership function generated by changed  ∆ω  and fixed ∆ω̇. 
 
The relationship between changes in error break point B∆ω and the resultant output 





Figure 5.12. Relationship between changes in error break point, B∆ω, and the resulting 
 output controller’s break points BUC 
 
The slope of the line is BUC B∆ω⁄  and is like the proportional gain KP. 
 
 Slope = Kp = BUC B∆ω⁄  (5.21) 
 
Similarly, the derivative gain can be found as follows: 
 slope = KD = BUC B∆ω̇⁄  
 
(5.22) 
A conventional PD controller (4B∆ω) is equal to the saturation level of half of a control 
signal UC s/2, while the other half is the derivative signal (4B∆ω̇). This gives the equation for 
B UC, where the gains, KP and KD, would also be known. Hence, the equations for B∆ω and B∆ω̇ 






















5.7 Digital Simulation Results  
Numerical results are carried out on the power system as shown in Figure 2.2, which 
consists of a synchronous machine represented by a two-axis model and equipped with an IEEE 
type-1 excitation system and turbine governor system connected to the network. The fuzzy logic 
technique is applied as discussed above and compared with the artificial neural network power 
system stabilizer (ANN-PSS) designed in Chapter 4. The proposed ANN-PSS provides a better 
dynamic response compared to those of the Lead-Lag PSS for obtaining good dynamic 
performance over a wide range of operating conditions. The effectiveness of both FLPSS and 
ANN-PSS are characterized for a ±1% step change at input reference voltage applied at time 1, 
11, and 21 seconds. 
 
 






Figure 5.14. Time response of ∆δ due to disturbances at P = 0.25 and Q = 0.0 pu 
 
 





Figure 5.16. Time response of ∆δ due to disturbances at the normal operating condition 
 
 
In the results shown in Figures 5.13 to 5.16, it is assumed that the power transformer 
reactance is fixed at Xt = 0.4 P.U. The figures make it evident that the system at unity power factor 
due to a ±1% step change in input reference voltage (which is the input of AVR), applied at time 
1, 11 and 21 seconds. caused persistent oscillations for a relatively long period. These oscillations 
were damping very fast in both proposed controllers for ANN-PSS and FLPSS. However, in 
practical cases the power transformers are connected in series with the transmission lines. The 
following examples (Figures 5.17 to 5.24) will show the reactance changing at lagging and leading 
power factors cases in order to gauge the efficacy of the proposal controller of FLPSS for changes 






Figure 5.17. Time response of  due to disturbances at P = 0.85, Q = 0.65 and Xt = 0.8 pu 
 





Figure 5.19. Time response of  due to disturbances at P = 1.25, Q = 0.6 and Xt = 0.65 pu 
 






Figure 5.21. Time response of  due to disturbances at P = 0.85, Q = -0.6 and Xt = 0.8 pu  
 






Figure 5.23. Time response of  due to disturbances at P = 1.05, Q = -0.6 and Xt = 0.8 pu 
 
 





5.8 Comparative Study    
The purpose of the following comparison is to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed 
controller, FLSS, over the artificial neural network, ANN-PSS, introduced in Chapter 4. The ANN-
PSS gives better performance than the lead-lag power system stabilizer (Lead-Lag PSS). Table 5.3 
to Table 5.6, contain a comparative study of the proposed controllers for maximum peak value and 
the settling time for rotor speed response at different operating conditions and changes in power 
transformer reactance. From these tables, it is clear that the proposed fuzzy logic power system 
stabilizer has good time response in terms of better maximum peak values and less settling time 
compared to those of the artificial neural network power system stabilizer (ANN-PSS). The power 
system remains stable under FLPSS for all the operating conditions that have been tested, whereas 
the power system with the ANN-PSS suffered from instability issues under some operating 
conditions. 
Table 5.3. Comparative study between proposed controllers (ANN-PSS and FLPSS) with                               
different operating conditions and (Xt = 0.4) 











P = 0.85, Q = 0.65 2.12 ∗ 10−4 3.1 0.6 ∗ 10−4 3.1 
P = 0.75, Q = 0.55 2.08 ∗ 10−4 3.4 1.2 ∗ 10−4 3.4 
P = 0.75, Q = 0.0 2.2 ∗ 10−4 3.2 1.1 ∗ 10−5 3.2 
P = 0.75, Q = -0.55 2.5 ∗ 10−4 3.5 1.35 ∗ 10−4 3.5 
P = 0.85, Q = -0.65 2.7 ∗ 10−4 3.8 1.4 ∗ 10−4 3.8 
P = 1.25, Q = 0.6 2.73 ∗ 10−4 3.9 1.46 ∗ 10−4 3.9 




Table 5.4. Comparative study between proposed controllers (ANN-PSS and FLPSS) with                             
different operating conditions and (Xt = 0.6) 











P = 1.45, Q = 0.25 1.8 ∗ 10−4 3.75 1 ∗ 10−4 3.1 
P = 1.25, Q = 0.5 5.1 ∗ 10−4 5.5 1.9 ∗ 10−4 4.2 
P = 1.05, Q = 0.6 3.8 ∗ 10−4 5.07 1.78 ∗ 10−4 4.01 
P = 0.85, Q = 0.6 2.7 ∗ 10−4 3.55 1.35 ∗ 10−4 3.55 
P = 0.85, Q = - 0.6 3.2 ∗ 10−4 3.9 1.6 ∗ 10−4 3.1 
P = 1.05, Q = - 0.6 4.7 ∗ 10−4 5.15 1.9 ∗ 10−4 4.1 
P = 1.25, Q = - 0.5 ∞ ∞ 2.1 ∗ 10−4 3.4 
P =1.45, Q = - 0.25 5 ∗ 10−4 5 3.7 ∗ 10−4 4.1 
 
Table 5.5. Comparative study between proposed controllers (ANN-PSS and FLPSS) with                            
different operating conditions and (Xt = 0.8) 











P = 1.15, Q = 0.45 ∞ ∞ 2.1 ∗ 10−4 3.7 
P = 1.05, Q = 0.5 6 ∗ 10−4 6.4 2.1 ∗ 10−4 3.8 
P = 0.85, Q = 0.6 4.5 ∗ 10−4 5.1 1.9 ∗ 10−4 4.3 
P = 0.85, Q = - 0.6 4.1 ∗ 10−4 5.05 1.8 ∗ 10−4 4.6 
P = 1.05, Q = -0.6 ∞ ∞ 2.1 ∗ 10−4 5.2 
P = 1.25, Q = - 0.45 ∞ ∞ 2.05 ∗ 10−4 4 





Table 5.6. Comparative study between proposed controllers (ANN-PSS and FLPSS)                                             
with different operating conditions and (Xt = 0.6) 











P = 1.25, Q = 0.45 
KA = 120 
5.5 ∗ 10−4 5.4 2 ∗ 10−4 3.8 
P = 1.05, Q = 0.5 
KA = 110 
3.7 ∗ 10−4 4.8 1.7 ∗ 10−4 4 
P = 0.85, Q = 0.6 
KA = 100 
4.5 ∗ 10−4 5.1 1.9 ∗ 10−4 4.3 
P = 0.85, Q = - 0.6 
KA = 90 
2.9 ∗ 10−4 4.6 1.5 ∗ 10−4 4.1 
P = 1.05, Q = -0.6 
KA = 90 
4.3 ∗ 10−4 5.55 1.8 ∗ 10−4 3.6 
P = 1.25, Q = - 0.45 
KA = 80 
5.4 ∗ 10−4 4.7 2.∗ 10−4 3.85 
P = 1.45, Q = 0 
KA = 80 




In this chapter, a brief review of basic concepts of fuzzy logic theory and fuzzy logic 
control was presented. As well, a fuzzy logic power system stabilizer was designed based on the 
dynamic reduction of power system model. However, as shown in Chapter 4 through the 
comparison of Lead-lag PSS and artificial neural network power system stabilizer, the design 
methodologies based on conventional control techniques do not adequately guarantee robustness 
of the controller for a power system stabilizer. However, advances have been made in computer 
processing speed and memory capacity over recent years. These allow for the use of advanced 
control techniques for the design of robust damping controllers, such as the proposed regulator for 
fuzzy logic power system stabilizer. The fuzzy logic power system stabilizer is designed based on 
the dynamic reduction of a power system model aimed to improving the system dynamic 




introduced, with the input signals to the fuzzy logic power system stabilizer being the speed 
deviation, ∆ω, and derivative of the speed deviation ∆ω̇. Additionally, the number of the rules was 
decreased from 49 to 9, significantly reducing the computational burden. 
 The numerical simulation results showed that the system with the proposed fuzzy logic 
power system stabilizer (FLPSS) improved damping characteristics across a broad spectrum of 
operating conditions. Furthermore, the digital simulation results indicated that the system with the 
artificial neural network power system stabilizer (ANN-PSS) and FLPSS produced good damping 
characteristics under some operating conditions. Specifically, the system with ANN-PSS suffered 
instability problems under some operating conditions, while the system with the FLPSS provided 
better dynamic response compared to those of the ANN-PSS controller for the same operating 











6 A Wavelet-based Power System Stabilizer for the Dynamic Reduction of 
a Power System Model  
6.1 Introduction  
In this chapter, a wavelet-based multi-resolution control technique algorithm is used to 
design a power system stabilizer (PSS) to overcome small signal stability problems in power 
systems. A brief review of the wavelet transforms including the multi-resolution analysis and, filter 
bank analysis is discussed below. 
Many mathematical techniques are used to analyze signals. The Fourier transform breaks 
the signal into its harmonics by weighting it with sine and cosine functions and integrating it from 
-∞ to +∞, as shown in Figure 6.1. Because data samples have a finite duration, the Fourier 
transform will not be from -∞ to +∞ and the harmonic content can be varied with time event within 
the sampling range. To overcome this issue, the short time Fourier transform breaks the signal 
duration into non-overlapping segments and analyzes each section using the Fourier transform, 
which can localize in time where harmonics exist and can generate a three-dimensional plot of 
amplitude versus frequency and time as shown in Figure 6.2. This procedure runs into resolution 
problems when the number of segments is increased. A wavelet transforms, shown in Figure 6.3, 
attempts to get around this problem by using wavelets instead of sine and cosine waves to weight 
the signal. These are said to have compact support, in that they are non-zero only over a small 
segment of time, which can be shifted in time and squeezed or stretched in time. Squeezing allows 
them to identify high-frequency harmonics in the signal, while stretching allows them to identify 
low-frequency harmonics in a signal. Wavelet transforms have been used for analysis of non-







Figure 6.1. Fourier transform  
 
 
Figure 6.2. Short-time Fourier transform  
 
 





6.2 Wavelets and Scaling Functions  
Wavelets are described by a wavelet function 𝜓(𝑡) (mother wavelet) and a scaling function 
𝜑(𝑡) (father wavelet) in a time domain. Different regions of support are derived from the mother 
wavelet function during the transformation process. The wavelets are nonzero only over a small 
segment period, which is known as the support period. The scaling function is required to create 
basis functions, which represent the analyzed signals, using shifting, scaling or rotating. The 
scaling functions are able to produce a number of polynomials of degree that will be equal to or 
less than the disappearance moment of the mother wavelet. The translation of the wavelet function 
is known as the level of resolution, where the resolution generates another wavelet function called 
the daughter wavelet by shifting and scaling the mother wavelet. At each level of resolution, the 
basis functions will be produced by the scaling function, which can be expressed by the following 
equation. 
 φj,k(t) = 2
−j/2φ(2−jt − k);    j, k ∈ 𝕫 (6.1) 
 
The orthogonal wavelet basis function is generated from the mother wavelet function 𝜓(𝑡), which 
can be expressed as: 
 ψj,k(t) = 2





j represents the level of resolution, k represents the dimension of the function space at the level of 
resolution j, and t is time [85] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91]. 
6.2.1 Orthogonal and Non-Orthogonal Wavelets   
Wavelets are categorized into two types: orthogonal and non-orthogonal. When the wavelet 




Examples include Morlet, Mexican Hat and complex Shannon, which provide too much unwanted 
information. Figure 6.4 shows the non-orthogonal Morlet function, while Figure 6.5 shows the 
non-orthogonal complex Shannon function. This type of wavelet is used with continuous wavelet 
transform (CWT) to guarantee the continuity of the procedure. However, when the mother wavelet 
and scaling function are able to produce an orthogonal basis function at each level of resolution, it 
is known as an orthogonal wavelet. There are many types of orthogonal wavelet families, such as 
the Daubechies family, the Meyer family, and others. Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 show the 
orthogonal Daubechies function and orthogonal Meyer function, respectively. For control 
applications, detection and classification of disturbances in power systems, the Daubechies family 










Figure 6.5. Non-orthogonal complex Shannon function 
 






Figure 6.7. The Meyer: Wavelet function and its scaling function 
 
6.3 Wavelet Transform 
A wavelet transform uses small waves, called wavelets, to weight the signals in order to 
obtain better time resolution. There are different types of wavelet transforms such as continuous 
wavelet transform (CWT), discrete wavelet transform (DWT), and packet wavelet transform 
(PWT) [92] [93] 
6.3.1 Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT)      
This type of transform is defined as the sum over all time of the signal multiplied by scaled 
and shifted versions of the mother wavelet function 𝜓(𝑡). It deals with non-orthogonal wavelet 




Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5, respectively. The wavelet transform of a continuous signal 𝑓(𝑡) can be 
expressed as: 
 














In equation (6.3), the symbol * denotes the complex conjugate. The integrand contains the scaled 












 where a is a scaling factor that determines the degree of resolution, and b is a shifting parameter 
that determines the time location of the wavelet, as shown in Figure 6.8. Thus, equation (6.3) can 
be rewritten as: 
 















6.3.2 Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)  
A discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is any wavelet transform for which the wavelets are 
discretely sampled. In a continuous wavelet transform, the mother wavelet is scaled and shifted 
over a real continuous number region L2(ℝ), which requires a fair amount of work and contains 
unwanted information. Therefore, by using a discrete wavelet transform, the analysis of the signals 
will be more efficient and accurate. The wavelet function can be scaled and shifted discretely by 
replacing 𝑎 = 𝑎0
𝑚, and 𝑏 = 𝑛𝑏0𝑎0
𝑚 , where 𝑎0 and 𝑏0 are fixed constants with 𝑎0 > 1, 𝑏0 > 1 
and 𝑚, 𝑛 ∈ ℕ, where ℕ is a positive integer. In this way, the mother wavelet function becomes 
[95] [96]: 
 𝜓𝑚,𝑛(𝑡) = 𝑎0
−𝑚/2
𝜓(𝑎0




For 𝑓 ∈ 𝐿2(ℝ), the discrete wavelet transform can be expressed as:  
 
 








The DWT analyzes a signal at different frequency bands with various resolutions by 
decomposing the signal into an approximation and information details. The DWT applies two sets 
of functions, which are scaling function 𝜑(𝑡) and wavelet function 𝜓(𝑡). The scaling function is 
associated with a low-pass filter while the wavelet function is associated with a high-pass filter. 
The time scale representation of a digital signal is obtained using a digital filtering technique. The 
filter bank realization of the discrete wavelet transform DWT is similar to the wavelet 
decomposition by the continuous wavelet transform CWT, which is computed by changing the 
scale of the analysis window of the wavelet function. The analysis window shifts in time, 




In the DWT, filter banks, which are filters of cut-off frequencies, are used to analyze the 
signal at different scales. The signal is passed through a series of high-pass filters to analyze the 
high frequencies, and it is passed through a series of low-pass filters to analyze the low frequencies 
[97]. The resolution of the signal, which is a measure the amount of information detail in the signal, 
is changed by filtering operations, and the scale is changed by up-sampling or down- sampling. 
Down sampling a signal reduces the sampling rate by removing some of the samples from the 
signal, whereas, up-sampling increases the sampling rate of the signal by adding a new sampling 
to it [98]. 
The DWT process starts by passing the discrete signal 𝑓[𝑛] of length N through a digital 
low pass filter with impulse response 𝑔[𝑘] and a digital high pass filter with impulse response ℎ[𝑘]. 
The digital low pass filter is determined from a scaling filter while the digital high pass filters is 
determined from a wavelet filter. The output of the low pass digital filter is the approximation 
coefficient (𝑎1) of the discrete signal at the first level of the DWT resolution. The output of the 
high pass filter is the detail coefficient (𝑑1) of the discrete signal at the first level of the DWT 
resolution. The first level of DWT decomposition can be expressed as follows [89] [99]:  
  














    
The approximation coefficient (𝑎1) at the first level of resolution is used as input into 




resolution produce sets of approximation and detail coefficients (𝑎2) and (𝑑2), respectively, of 
length N/2. These coefficients of the second level can be expressed mathematically as: 
   
 






















Figure 6.9 illustrates the two-level decomposition block diagram of a discrete wavelet 
transform for a digital signal 𝑓[𝑛]. In the decomposition process, both high-pass (h) and low-pass 
(g) filters have been used.   
 
 





6.3.3 Wavelet Packet Transform (WPT)  
As explained above, the wavelet transform gives excellent time and frequency resolution. 
It has one possible disadvantage: weak frequency resolution on the high-pass filter side, which 
makes it difficult to differentiate between signals that have nearby high-frequency components. 
The WPT has alternative bases, which can found from the linear combinations of standard wavelet 
functions. These bases inherit properties such as orthonormality and time-frequency localization 
from their corresponding wavelet function. The WPT is a function of three indicates j, k, and n, 
which can be expressed as in equation (6.12) [96] [100] Thus, the wavelet packet transform WPT 
is an extension of the discrete wavelet transform DWT. Figure 6.10 illustrates a block diagram of 
the WPT decomposition.  
 𝑊𝑗,𝑘
𝑛 (𝑡) = 2𝑗/2𝑊𝑛(2𝑗𝑡 − 𝑘), 𝑗, 𝑘, 𝑛 ∈ 𝕫 (6.12) 
 
  
 where j is the index of the scale operation, k refers to the shift process, and the index n is defined 
as the modulation or oscillation parameter. The first two wavelet packet functions are the scaling 
function and the wavelet function, which are expressed as: 
 𝑊0,0




1 (𝑡) = 𝜓(𝑡) (6.14) 
 
 
The wavelet packet functions for 𝑛 = 2, 3, …. can be written as: 
 𝑊0,0
2𝑛(𝑡) = 21/2∑𝑔(𝑘)𝑊1,𝑘

















where g(k) and h(k) are the quadrature mirror filters QMF associated with the predefined scaling 
and mother wavelet functions. 
The first level of decomposition of the digital signal 𝑓 [𝑛] of length N in WPT produces 











1 ] as given in equation (6.8) and 
equation (6.9). The second level of resolution produces two-frequency sub-bands using the same 
filters as the first level of resolution, which are defined as: 
  
 











































The frequency sub-band 𝑎𝑎2 is the second level low frequency approximation of the 
discrete signal 𝑓[𝑛], while the frequency sub-band 𝑎𝑑2 is the second level low-frequency details 




approximation of the discrete signal 𝑓[𝑛], and the frequency sub-band 𝑑𝑑2 is the second level high 
frequency details of the discrete signal 𝑓[𝑛], as shown in Figure 6.10.  
 
 
Figure 6.10. Two level decomposition of WPT for a discrete wavelet function 𝑓[𝑛] 
 
6.4 Multi-resolution Analysis (MRA) 
The idea of the multi-resolution analysis (MRA) or multi-scale approximation (MSA) was 
introduced by Meyer and Mallet in 1986. The MRA is a convenient framework for hierarchical 
representation of functions at different scales.   The MRA represents a signal as a boundary of the 
subsequent approximations and has a smoother form and more precise details of the original signal.  
The multiresolution analysis maps a one-dimensional signal of time into a two-dimensional signal 
of time and frequency. The aim of MRA is to represent a continuous function 𝑓(𝑡) in terms of its 
orthonormal bases (scaling 𝜑(𝑡) and wavelet 𝜓(𝑡) functions). A function 𝑓(𝑡) ∈ 𝐿2(ℝ) (Hilbert 









































where, 𝑛 = 1, 2, 3, … ,𝑚 − 1  
1
√𝑚





















The multi-resolution analysis in Hilbert space  𝐿2(ℝ) consists of a nested sequence of 
subspaces 𝑉𝑗 in which 𝑉𝑗 ⊂ 𝑉𝑗+1, where 𝑗 ∈ ℤ. The multiresolution analysis MRA has properties 
that can be described as follows [102]: 
 The MRA decomposes a function space into a sequence of subspaces, each subspace      





 𝑉−∞ ⊂ ⋯ ⊂ 𝑉−1 ⊂ 𝑉0 ⊂ 𝑉1… ⊂ 𝑉∞ (6.27) 
 
 
 Because each subspace contains a lower space, thus a new level of a resolution can be 
created by dilating the mother wavelet function without losing the information of the 
decomposing function, which can be expressed as follows 
  
 𝑉𝑗 = 𝑉0⊕𝑊0⊕𝑊1⊕𝑊2⊕…⊕𝑊𝑗 (6.28) 
 








where, 𝑉𝑗(𝜑) is the subspace spanned by the scaling function 𝜑(𝑡), the sign ⊕ is the direct 
orthogonal summation operation of the spaces, and 𝑊𝑗(𝜓) is the space spanned by the 
mother wavelet function 𝜓(𝑡).  
 












 As the resolution becomes coarser and coarser, more and more details are removed in such 
a way that when 𝑗 → ∞, then only a constant frequency component remains. Here, j is the 
level of the resolution  
 If the signal 𝑓(𝑡) does not have any oscillations at scales smaller than 1/2j, then 𝑓(2𝑡) will 
not have any oscillations at scales smaller than 1/2j+1. 
6.4.1 Quadrature Mirror Filter (QMF) 
A multi-resolution analysis can be constructed by using quadrature mirror filter (QMF) 
banks. As shown in Figure 6.12, QMF consists of two stages: an analysis stage and a synthesis 
stage. Both stages have high-pass filters (h) and low-pass filters (g) and are separated by up- and 
down-sampling operations. The selected wavelet and scaling functions, which are defined in 
equation (6.30) and equation (6.31), respectively, are used to generate the QMF coefficients [91] 
[102]: 












QMF is used to provide multi-resolution analysis of the input signal by decomposing the signal 
into multi-level resolutions. If Ch and Cg are considered to be convolution coefficients of the high- 
pass filter and low-pass filter respectively, both should satisfy the orthogonal and perfect 
reconstruction conditions to get good QMF, which are 𝐶ℎ𝐶𝑔 = 𝐶𝑔𝐶ℎ = 0  and 𝐶ℎ𝐶ℎ + 𝐶𝑔𝐶𝑔 = 𝐼, 





Figure 6.12. Block diagram of quadrature mirror filter 
 
6.5 Selection of Wavelet 
The mother wavelet function selection depends on the signal and the type of information 
that needs to be extracted from the signal. The best mother wavelet function is one that can analyze 
and synthesize the signal by shifting and scaling the wavelet function and keep the energy of the 
signal constant throughout the transformation process. The choice of an optimum wavelet function 
can be described as a selection of an orthonormal basis function. Detecting the frequency 
components that are present in a signal is one of the most important properties provided by the 
mother wavelet function.  This property can be used to design power system controllers such as 
the power system stabilizer, where the speed deviation of synchronous generators can be rapidly 
identified [103]. 
The best mother wavelet function candidate that has been found in control applications is 
the Daubechies (db3), because it shows minimum attenuation in the pass band and stops band 
frequencies. This property is helpful for removing high-frequency noise from the control signal so 
that can be concentrated on specific frequency components. As a result, the mother wavelet filter 




proposed controller, which is the modified multi-resolution proportional-integral-derivative 
controller (MMR-PID), to use it as the power system stabilizer (MMR-PID-PSS). 
The six non-zero scaling coefficients of the Daubechies db3 wavelet for the low-pass and 
high- pass filters are:  
𝑔 = [0.0352   − 0.0854   − 0.1350    0.4599    0.8069    0.3327]  
ℎ = [−0.3327    0.8069   − 0.4599   − 0.1350    0.0854    0.0352] 
The first-level magnitude response of the half-band digital filters G and H associated with 
the db3 wavelet is shown in Figure 6.13, while the second-level magnitude response of the half- 
band digital filters GG and GH associated with db3 wavelet is shown in Figure 6.14. 
 
 





Figure 6.14. Second level magnitude response of half-band digital filters GG and                                                  
GH associated with db3 wavelet 
 
6.6 Wavelet-based Multi-resolution PID Controller 
The proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller has been effectively used in industrial 
control systems for nearly a century. A PID controller continually computes the error (𝑒(𝑡)), which 
is the difference between the measured value and the reference value, and adjusts the control signal 
depending on the proportional, integral and derivative terms as shown in Figure 6.15. The 
proportional deals with the error’s present value, the integral corrects the errors past value, so the 
error will accumulate over time, and the derivative calculates the error’s possible future value 
(derivative value). The control signal of a PID controller can be described as in equation (6.32) 
[32] [104]:  
 










where 𝑘𝑝 is the proportional gain, 𝑘𝑖 is the integral gain, and  𝑘𝑑 is the derivative gain. 
 
 
Figure 6.15. Block diagram of PID controller 
      
In terms of frequency information, the proportional and integral capture the low-frequency 
information of the error signal, while the derivative captures the high-frequency information of the 
error signal. Using the multi-resolution analysis technique, the error signal can be decomposed to 
its high-, small- and middle-frequency components, as in equation (6.33): 
 
 𝑒(𝑡) = 𝑒𝐿(𝑡) + 𝑒𝑀1(𝑡) + ⋯+ 𝑒𝑀𝑁−1 (𝑡) + 𝑒𝐻(𝑡) (6.33) 
 
where 𝑒𝐿(𝑡) means the error signal that has a low-frequency component,  𝑒𝑀1(𝑡) … . . 𝑒𝑀𝑁−1 (𝑡) 
indicates the error signals that have a middle-frequency component, and 𝑒𝐻(𝑡) denotes the error 
signal that has a high-frequency component. In the MR controller, which is shown in Figure 6.16, 
each frequency component of the error signal is scaled by its gain and then added together to 











Figure 6.16. Block diagram of multiresolution controller [103] 
 
In the MR-PID controller, the controller decomposes the error signal into its low-frequency 
components (approximation) and its high-frequency components (details), using DWT up to the 
second level of resolution and the selected mother wavelet db3, as shown in Figure 6.9. The 
selected mother wavelet function db3 is used to produce sets of approximations and details 
coefficient using high-pass filter h[k], and the low-pass filter g[k], as in equations (6.35) to (6.38) 
[89] [99]: 
 








































In previous studies, researchers claimed that the high-frequency component of the error 
signal 𝑒𝑑1[𝑛] in the first-level of the resolution is the derivative signal that should be scaled by a 
gain 𝑘𝑑1 . The integral signal is 𝑒𝑑2[𝑛], which can be obtained from the second-level resolution of 
the error signal, should be scaled by a gain 𝑘𝑑2  and the proportional signal is 𝑒𝑎2[𝑛], which can be 
obtained from the second-level resolution of the error signal, should be scaled by a gain 𝑘𝑎2, as 
shown in Figure 6.17. Thus, the control signal will be as follows [61] [99] [103] [105] [106]: 
 









In order to obtain PID controller requirements, multiply the integral of the error signal by 
the gain  𝑘𝑑2 to correct the past value of the error value, and multiply the derivative of the error 
signal by gain 𝑘𝑑1 to correct the possible future value of the error. This dissertation adds a new 
modification to the MR-PID controller, which is that the high frequency component of error signal 
in the first level of DWT 𝑒𝑑1 should be derivative (derivative error signal), and the signal 𝑒𝑑2 
should be integrated, as shown in Figure 6.18. Therefore, the output control signal of the modified 
multi-resolution MMR-PID controller will be as follows: 
 
 











     
where,  ∆𝑇 is the sample interval  
 
 





6.7 Design of a Modified Multi-resolution Proportional-Integral-Derivative Power 
System Stabilizer (MMR-PID-PSS) for a Reduced-order Power System 
This dissertation uses the MMR-PID controller as the power system stabilizer MMR-PID-
PSS in a power system to enhance small signal power system stability, where the input of such a 
controller is selected to be the generator speed deviation ∆ω. As was mentioned previously, the 
proposed method uses the information at the secondary bus of a step-up transformer to derive the 
power system model, the order of which is then reduced to the design PSS. The basic structure of 
the proposed modified multiresolution proportional-integral-derivative power system stabilizer 
(MMR-PID-PSS) is shown in Figure 6.20. The proposed MMR-PID-PSS has three gains which 
are 𝑘𝑎2, 𝑘𝑑2  and 𝑘𝑑1 where the rotor speed deviation signal is decomposed into its detail (high- 
frequency) components and approximation (low-frequency) components using the DWT 
technique as shown in Figure 6.19 and selected mother wavelet function db3, as follows: 
 
 










































Figure 6.19. Decomposition of rotor speed deviation signal up to second level using DWT 
 
The gain 𝑘𝑎2 is used to adapt the low-frequency component of the rotor speed deviation 
signal ∆𝜔𝑎2  in the DWT. The gain 𝑘𝑑1 is used to correct the derivative of the high frequency 
component of the speed deviation signal ∆?̇?𝑑1 in the DWT, while the gain  𝑘𝑑2  is used to correct 
the integral of the medium frequency component of the speed deviation signal ∫∆𝜔𝑑2 in the DWT. 
It has been found that the low frequency component of the error signal using multi-resolution 
decompensation DWT up to the second level is identical to the proportional error using a standard 
PID controller. Therefore, to reduce the settling time and enhance the disturbance rejection of the 
power system stabilizer, the gain  𝑘𝑎2 can be increased. Also, the integral of the medium frequency 




level is identical to the integral of the error signal using a standard PID controller. Thus, the gain 
 𝑘𝑑2  that is used to weight the integral of the medium-frequency component of the speed deviation 
signal can be increased to minimize the steady state error. The derivative of the high-frequency 
component of the error signal using multi-resolution decompensation DWT up to the first level is 
identical to the derivative error signal using a standard PID controller. Accordingly, the gain 𝑘𝑑1 
might be increased to decrease the overshoot/undershoot of the control signal and to improve the 
transient response. The output control signal of the proposed MMR-PID-PSS will be as follows: 
 
 
 𝑢𝑀𝑀𝑅−𝑃𝐼𝐷−𝑃𝑆𝑆[𝑛]  
= 𝑘𝑎2  ∆𝜔𝑎2[𝑛]
+ 𝑘𝑑2 ∑ ∆𝜔𝑑2[𝑛] ∆𝑇 + 𝑘𝑑1 (



















The performance of the proposed MMR-PID-PSS can be affected by supplementary 
disturbances or harmonics during the operation. Thus, the effects of the disturbances or harmonics 
must be considered in the design of an optimal control system of the proposed MMR-PID-PSS. 
Because the disturbances are low-frequency signals and the harmonics are high-frequency signals, 
it is challenging to reduce the effects of these unpredictable signals simultaneously, but the 
proposed MMR-PID-PSS performs well under these circumstances.      
In this thesis, the proposed MMR-PID-PSS is used in a reduced-order power system, as 
shown in Figure 6.21. The original system is first formed and then a proposed reduction technique 
is used. The roots of the reduced order model matrices are found. The proposed MMR-PID-PSS 
technique has therefore produced a control signal based on a reduced-order response. 
 
 




6.8 Digital Simulation Results  
6.8.1 Single Machine Connected to the Network 
Digital simulation runs were carried out on the power system under study, which consists 
of a synchronous generator connected to the network through step-up transformers. The 
synchronous generator is represented by a two-axis model and equipped with IEEE type-1 
excitation and governing turbine systems. The data for this scheme are given in Appendix A. The 
reduced-order model was established, as per Chapter 3, and gave acceptable performance 
compared with the original model. The proposed MMR-PID-PSS is then applied with altered 
operating conditions. To validate the performance of the proposed regulator, the MMR-PID-PSS 
is compared with the fuzzy logic power system stabilizer (FLPSS) presented in Chapter 5, giving 
better performance compared to ANN-PSS.  
The validation is characterized by studying the time response for a ±1% change in 
mechanical torque at 1, 11, and 21 seconds in a MATLAB environment [107]. These responses 
are given in Figure 6.22 to Figure 6.33.  
 






Figure 6.23. Time response of ∆δ due to disturbances at the normal operating conditions 
 
 






Figure 6.25. Time response of ∆δ due to disturbances at P = 1.25 and Q = 0.0 pu 
 
In the results shown above in Figures 6.22 to 6.25, it is assumed that the transformer 
reactance is fixed at Xt = 0.4 P.U at a unity power factor. From these figures, it is evident that the 
system at unity power factor due to a ±1% step change in the mechanical torque applied at time 1, 
11, and 21 seconds caused persistent oscillations for a relatively long time at normal operating 
conditions. Furthermore, at heavy load, the power system with real power P = 1.25 and reactive 
power Q = 0.0, is unstable. By using the proposed PSSs, which are MMR-PID-PSS and FLPSS, 
the oscillation is damped out quickly. However, the power system with the proposed MMR-PID-
PSS is more stable under heavy loads. The proposed MMR-PID-PSS gave a better dynamic 
response compared to those of the FLPSS. 
In the next cases of study, the power transformer reactance will be added in series with the 
transmission line, and the power system will be operated at different lagging and leading power 




Figures 6.26 to 6.29 show the time response of the rotor speed deviation and rotor angle change 
under disturbance at lagging power factors for various loading values. The results indicate that the 
power system is more stable using both the proposed regulators FLPSS and MMR-PID-PSS. 
However, the power system with MMR-PID-PSS gives a better dynamic response compared to 
those of the FLPSS. Specially, the responses give a better settling time and less under/over shoot 
for the MMR-PID-PSS. Using both proposed power system stabilizers, the power system will be 
stable but with different power angle positions. The new rotor angle value using MMR-PID-PSS 
will be less than the new rotor angle value using FLPSS. Thus, the power system with MMR-PID-
PSS provide greater stability margin than the FLPSS. This allows the generation unit to send more 
power to the transmission lines. 
 
 





Figure 6.27. Time response of ∆δ due to disturbances at P = 1.25, Q = 0.85 and Xt = 0.8 pu 
 





Figure 6.29. Time response of ∆δ due to disturbances at P = 1.45, Q = 0.95 and Xt = 0.8 pu 
The time response for a ±1% change in mechanical torque at 1, 11, and 21 sec. of rotor 
speed deviation ∆ω and power angle variation ∆δ at different leading power factors and different 
reactance is shown in Figures 6.30 to 6.33. The results show that the power system without PSS is 
unstable, whereas the power system with both regulators (FLPSS and MMR-PID-PSS) is stable. 
The power system with the suggested MMR-PID-PSS gives a better dynamic response compared 
to those of FLPSS. Specially, it gives a better settling time and less under/over shoot. From Figures 
6.32 and 6.33, it is clear that the power system with FLPSS has oscillations that persist for a long 






Figure 6.30. Time response of  due to disturbances at P = 1.25, Q = - 0.6 and Xt = 0.45 pu 
 





Figure 6.32. Time response of  due to disturbances at P = 1.25, Q = - 0.65 and Xt = 0.65 pu 
 




6.8.2 Multi-machine Power System  
6.8.2.1 Four-Machine Ten-Bus Power System 
Figure 6.34 shows a single-line diagram of a two-area power system. It has four machines, 
ten buses and eleven transmission lines, with a total connected load of 2734 MW [10] [108] [109]. 
The system data, including all the equipment, are given in Appendix B. The proposed MMR-PID-
PSS has been applied to the four-machine ten-bus power system under different operating 
conditions to test its effectiveness of damping out power system oscillations after disturbances 
occur. The design is performed in MATLAB [107] and simulated with Power System Toolbox 
[110]. 
 The first test was applied with a self-clearing three-phase fault at bus 9 at 0.5 second and 
cleared after 100 ms without line clearing. In this case, some of the system states were chosen to 
check system behaviour under the fault condition. Figure 6.35 to Figure 6.39 illustrate rotor speed 
deviation and rotor angle deviation of generator G1, magnitude value of voltage change on bus 9, 
changes in real power generated from generator G4, and changes in the absolute value of terminal 
current at generator G4.  
 






Figure 6.35. Time response of rotor speed deviation of generator 1 when 3-ph fault applied at bus 9   
 
 






Figure 6.37. Time response of voltage change of bus 9 when 3-ph fault applied at bus 9   
 






Figure 6.39. Time response of real power deviation of generator 4 when 3-ph fault applied at bus 9   
From Figure 6.35 to Figure 6.39, it is evident that, after the fault clears, the system will 
suffer from an oscillation problem that persists for a long time, making it fragile. Using the 
proposed MMR-PID-PSS, these oscillations will be quickly damped out. Therefore, the power 
system with the proposed PSS will be more stable and have a better stability margin. As well, it 
will be able to send more power through transmission lines to cover the increasing demand for 
electrical energy. The second scenario of the case study changes the voltage reference of generator 
G1 by a 10% step increase. In this case, the time response of the rotor speed deviation for generator 
G1 and generator G4 are shown in Figure 6.40 and Figure 6.41, from which it is clear that both 
generators swing against each other, for the power system without PSS, with FLPSS, and with 
MMR-PID-PSS. The power system without PSS oscillates for a long time, while for the power 




system with MMR-PID-PSS has better dynamic response as compared to the power system with 
FLPSS. 
 
Figure 6.40. Time response of rotor speed deviation of generator 1 for perturbation of Vref     
 





The third test for the power system with the proposed regulator is to increase the output 
mechanical torque from the turbine mechanically coupled with generator G1 by 0.7 p.u step 
increase (∆Tm1 = 0.7 p. u) applied at 0.5sec. From Figure 6.42, it is evident that when the 
mechanical torque increases the rotor speed will also increase. To maintain the synchronism, the 
electrical torque should increase which is clear in Figure 6.43. As a result, the acceleration torque 
will be zero. In order to perform this process, the power system without PSS will have oscillations 
that continue for a long time, and the system under this situation could lose synchronism 
(blackout). The system with MMR-PID-PSS has a better dynamic response compared as compared 
to the FLPSS. Thus, the acceleration torque will reach zero within a short time, which means the 
power system is safer, and the system has a better stability margin. Moreover, the possibility of 
the system losing its synchronism or even losing part of the power system is quite low.  
     
 






Figure 6.43. Time response of electrical torque deviation of generator 1 for perturbation of Tm1    
 
6.8.2.2 Ten-Machine 39-Bus New England Power System 
In this thesis, a New England power system, which contains 10 machines and 39 buses, has 
been used to test the proposed power system stabilizers. A single-line diagram of the 10-generator 
and 39-bus power system is shown in Figure 6.44 [10] [108] [109]. The loads are modeled as 
constant impedances and the power system data are given in Appendix C. The design is performed 
in MATLAB [107] and simulated with Power System Toolbox [110]. The first test applied is a 
self-clearing three-phase fault at bus 26 at 0.5 sec. and cleared after 10 ms without line clearing. 
The chosen state variables are rotor speed deviation of generator G1, rotor angle deviation of 














Figure 6.45. Time response of rotor speed deviation of generator 1 with 3-ph fault applied at bus 26    
 
 






Figure 6.47. Time response of real power deviation of generator 1 with 3-ph fault applied at bus 26   
 
 




Figure 6.45 to Figure 6.48 show that the system under network disturbance, which is a 
three-phase fault at bus 26, without PSS and with FLPSS, is unstable, while the system with the 
suggested MMR-PID-PSS is stable. When the fault occurs at 0.5 second, the voltage at bus 26 
drops to zero, which will lead to a reduction of real power generated from generator G1, as shown 
in Figure 6.47 (reduction in electromechanical torque). Thus, the acceleration torque will increase 
(𝑇𝑎 = 𝑇𝑚 − 𝑇𝑒) and both the rotor speed and the rotor angle will increase as well, as shown in 
Figure 6.45 and Figure 6.46, respectively. To maintain equilibrium the acceleration torque should 
be zero, which can be achieved by controlling the excitation voltage using the automatic voltage 
regulator (AVR) and power system stabilizer (PSS). 
The second scenario of case study is to change the voltage reference of generator G1 by a 
10% step increase. Increasing the voltage reference leads to increases in the electromechanical 
torque and terminal current as shown in Figure 6.51, which then decreases the rotor speed and 
rotor angle as illustrated in Figure 6.49 and Figure 6.50, respectively. Results show that the power 
system without PSS will be unstable within a short time under this disturbance, while the power 
system with FLPSS will be unstable after a period of time. Meanwhile, the power system with 
MMR-PID-PSS is stable and will eliminate the system oscillations within a short time. As a result, 
the power system under study without PSS and with FLPSS will be unsafe under this type of 
disturbance and will lose synchronism, whereas the power system with the proposed MMR-PID-






Figure 6.49. Time response of rotor speed deviation of generator 1 for perturbation of Vref    
  
 





Figure 6.51. Time response of terminal current deviation of generator 1 for perturbation of Vref     
    
6.9 Summary  
In this chapter, a wavelet-based modified multi-resolution PID power system stabilizer 
(MMR-PID-PSS) was developed to improve power system stability under various cases of 
disturbance. At the beginning of this chapter, wavelet transforms, multi-resolution analysis and 
optimum mother wavelet selecting were briefly explained. Then, the MMR-PID-PSS was designed 
based on a reduced-order power system, which consists of one synchronous generator with IEEE 
type-1 excitation and turbine governor systems connected to the network. The proposed MMR-
PID-PSS has three gains ( 𝑘𝑎2, 𝑘𝑑2  and 𝑘𝑑1) where the rotor speed deviation signal is chosen to be 
the input of the proposed regulator. The rotor speed deviation is decomposed up to the second level 
of resolution using the discrete wavelet technique. The gain 𝑘𝑎2 is used to adjust the low-frequency 




is used to correct the derivative of the high-frequency component of the rotor speed deviation at 
the first level of resolution ∆?̇?𝑑1, and the gain  𝑘𝑑2  is used to weight the integral of rotor speed 
deviation at the second level of resolution ∫ ∆𝜔𝑑2. The proposed regulator was tested for a single 
machine connected to the network and compared with FLPSS, designed in Chapter 5, under 
different operating conditions.  
Also in this chapter, the proposed MMR-PID-PSS was tested with a four-machine ten-bus 
power system and with the New England ten-machine 39-bus power system under different 
operating conditions, such as the application of a self-clearing three-phase fault; a change in the 
voltage reference of one generator by a 10% step increase; and an increase in the output mechanical 
torque from the turbine that is mechanically coupled with a generator by a 0.7 p.u step increase. 
With all types of disturbances tested either for a single-machine or a multi-machine system, the 
power systems with the proposed MMR-PID-PSS gave a better dynamic response. As a result, the 
power system with the proposed controller has a greater stability margin.  












7 Conclusions  
7.1 Summary of the Thesis  
 Modern electrical power systems have many interconnected components. Therefore, they 
can encounter variety unpredictable problems. For instance, faults occur on transmission lines that 
have built-in protection systems and small variations in the load cause small signal perturbations 
within the electrical power system. Such unwanted variations may continue for a lengthy period 
and cause restrictions on the power transmitted through transmission lines. The probability of 
outage or complete blackouts (Ohio blackout 2003, Arizona-California 2011) is relatively high 
when the power system is operating under stressed conditions. In other words, the system will be 
vulnerable. Standard control devices such as governors and automatic voltage regulators (AVRs) 
might not be sufficient to relieve these fluctuations within a short period.  
In order to solve these problems, most central power stations in interconnected power 
systems have an additional control signal in the excitation system, known as a power system 
stabilizer (PSS). However, the parameters of standard PSS are fixed while the power system is 
highly nonlinear as it features configurations and parameters that change over time. Moreover, the 
design of a standard PSS is typically based on an accurate mathematical model of system 
dynamics, and even though the system model is well-known, building an accurate mathematical 
model is a very difficult task due to unavoidable conditions such as system noise, saturation, etc. 
Therefore, a standard PSS might not be able to provide good performance in many practical 
applications. 
 This thesis attempts to mitigate this limitation by implementing smart power system 




system stabilizer (FLPSS), and a modified multi-resolution proportional-integral-derivative power 
system stabilizer (MMR-PID-PSS), based on the dynamic reduction of a power system model. 
These power system stabilizers have been developed to refine the system dynamic performance 
under a broad range of operating conditions. 
Chapter 1 provided a general description of power system stability and control 
(introduction, basic concepts, definitions, classifications) and also presented a literature review on 
conventional PSS, adaptive PSS, artificial neural network PSS, fuzzy logic PSS and wavelet 
techniques in power systems. 
Chapter 2 looked at some linear techniques that have been utilized for the analysis of small 
signal perturbations and for obtaining information on dynamic system features such as 
linearization approach and state-space representation. As well, this chapter provided a linearizing 
model as a derivation for a single synchronous generator connected in a network by taking a high 
voltage bus of the generation unit as a reference rather than the commonly used infinite bus for 
standard models. 
Chapter 3 introduced a model reduction method for changing a higher-order power system 
into a reduced-order model. The original model of power system was compared to the reduced-
order model under several different operating conditions and parameter alterations. 
Chapter 4 provided an explanation of the structure and tuning of a Lead-Lag power system 
stabilizer. Additionally, it provided an overview of artificial neural network (ANN) controllers and 
introduced a design for an artificial neural network PSS (ANN-PSS) for a reduced-order power 
system model. Power systems without PSS, with Lead-Lag PSS, and with ANN-PSS were then 




Chapter 5 presented an overview of fuzzy logic theory as well as the principle of fuzzy 
logic controllers. Also, this chapter introduced the design of an improved fuzzy logic PSS (FLPSS) 
based on a reduced-order power system model. With a range of operational conditions and changed 
in the parameters, power system without PSS, with ANN-PSS and then using FLPSS were 
compared. 
Chapter 6 introduced the proposed modified multi-resolution proportional-integral-
derivative power system stabilizer (MMR-PID-PSS) for a reduced-order power system model. The 
chapter began with a discussion of wavelet transforms and multi-resolution analysis, along with a 
more in-depth mathematical analysis of wavelet transforms and a brief summary of the principles 
of the multi-resolution PID controller.  Next came an explanation of the proposed MMR-PID-PSS 
design, followed by the implementation of MMR-PID-PSS in both single- and multi-machine 
power systems. A stability analysis followed, together with comparisons of power systems without 
PSS, with the proposed FLPSS, and with the proposed MMR-PID-PSS. These comparisons were 
made for different operating conditions in a single-machine power system, a 4-machine 10-bus 
power system, and a 10-machine 39-bus power system. 
7.2 Laboratory Experimental Layout and Results 
As an integral part of the work in this thesis, a verification of the simulation results of the 
proposed technique is provided experimentally using Lab-Volt equipment. This experimental 
implementation includes the software and hardware setup of the proposed controller. 
Experimental tests were carried out for different loads and rotor speeds. Figure 7.1shows 
the excremental layout using Lab-Volt modules. The 0.2 kW three-phase synchronous generator 
is connected with three-phase resistive load and coupled with a DC-motor, which is used as a 




IGBT DC-DC converter, where its gates are firing utilizing the control signal that generated from 
the control circuit. The rotor speed change is used as an input signal. The speed sensor consists of 
a permanent generator, while an analog meter was employed to measure the rotor speed that was 
filtered with a low-pass filter. The control circuit uses a 16F876 PIC. The code is downloaded into 
the PIC from the computer through an RS232 chip, after which the PIC reads a speed sensor 
through one of its analog inputs in the 0-5 volt range. The sensor signal gives 1 volt per 500 RPM. 
A voltage divider is used to get the signal in the proper range, while the PIC calculates a control 
signal and sends it to the DC-DC converter. The control signal then fires the gate of the DC-DC 
converter using pulse width modulation (PWM) in order to control the excitation voltage. 
 
 






Figure 7.2. Time response of rotor speed 1000 RPM and duty cycle of PWM for connecting and disconnecting the 




Figure 7.3. Time response of rotor speed 1000 RPM and duty cycle of PWM for connecting and disconnecting the 
inductive load at different times, where the rotor speed starts at 1100 PRM (experimental results). 
 
The power system stabilizer is experimentally tested to control a three-phase, four-pole, 60 
Hz synchronous generator speed that is effected by changing the load. The results are shown in 




In Figure 7.2, the rotor speed is 1000 RPM at 30 seconds the resistive load was connected 
to the synchronous generator stator winding, causing a decrease the rotor speed, and the controller 
reduces the excitation voltage by decreasing the duty cycle of the PWM. Decreasing the excitation 
voltage leads to lower damping torque on the rotor shaft, enabling the rotor speed to increase to 
1000 RPM again. At 60 seconds, the load that leads to increasing speed is disconnected, so the 
controller will increase the excitation voltage in order to increase the damping torque until the 
speed goes back to 1000 RPM. 
 In Figure 7.3, we can see that the rotor speed starts at 1100 RPM, so the controller will 
increase the damping torque until the speed reverts to1000 RPM. At about 35seconds the inductive 
load is connected, which means that the speed will decrease and the controller will reduce the 
damping torque on the rotor shaft until the speed goes back to 1000 RPM. 
 
Figure 7.4. Time response of rotor rated speed of 1800 RPM and duty cycle of PWM for connecting and 





Figure 7.5. Time response of rotor rated speed of 1800 RPM and duty cycle of PWM for connecting and 
disconnecting the resistive load at different times (experimental results). 
 
In Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5, the rotor speed is 1800 RPM, which is the synchronous speed. 
At the synchronous speed, the rotor will have reduced vibration (noise) as well as reduced 
distortion, as indicated in Figures 7.4-7.5.  The results show the effectiveness of the power system 
stabilizer, where it is reducing and increasing the damping torque in phase with the rotor speed 
change that is changed by connecting and disconnecting the resistive load at different times. 
      Conventional PID was used as the controller. For the results presented, only integral gain was 
positive. The proportional and derivative gains were both set to zero. This setup could be used to 
test the smart controllers developed in the thesis. It is to be noted that there were noises in the 
simulation results as well as in the experimental results. 
7.3 Major Contributions of the Thesis 
As a result of this research, one can conclude the following major contributions: 
 A mathematical model of a single machine connected to the network has been introduced 




the classical model. By using this modified model, one can design a power system stabilizer 
to improve power system stability for both single- and multi-machine power system. 
Several new equations have also been derived from this model. The mathematical model 
of the power system contains the parameters K1-K6 and KV1-KV3, which are functions of 
the generator’s operating conditions. 
 A reduction technique algorithm is discussed and checked for the power system model. 
The simulation tests of the original system and reduced-order model validate the reduced-
order method. A comparison between the original power system model and the reduced-
order model of the power system was carried out across a wide range of operating 
conditions and changes in parameters in order to test the effectiveness and reliability of the 
third-order model. 
 The proposed artificial neural network power system stabilizer (ANN-PSS) was designed 
based on the reduced-order model of the power system, to improve the power system 
dynamic performance with changes in the loading conditions. In order to reduce the time 
needed to train the network in ANN-PSS, this research used a neural network with only 
three hidden neurons and three inputs to mimic the PID controller. The input signals to the 
ANN-PSS were the deviation speed ∆ω, the integral of speed change ∫ ∆ω, and the 
derivative of speed deviation ∆ω̇. The digital simulation results show that the system with 
the proposed ANN-PSS yields proper damping characteristics at different operating 
conditions. The digital simulation results showed that the system with Lead-Lag PSS and 
ANN-PSS provide good damping characteristics with some operating conditions. 
However, the system with the ANN-PSS gives a better dynamic response compared to that 




 The proposed novel fuzzy logic PSS (FLPSS) was designed based on the dynamic 
reduction of a power system model, aimed at improving the system dynamic performance 
according to changes in loading conditions. A proposed FLPSS was introduced, along with 
a new approach to determine the parameters of the fuzzy logic controller. The input signals 
to the FLPSS were the speed deviation ∆ω and derivative of speed deviation ∆ω̇. The 
number of rules was decreased from 49 (as in typical control rules) to just 9. As a result, 
the computational burden was greatly reduced. The numerical simulation results showed 
that the system with the proposed FLPSS produces good damping characteristics at 
different operating conditions. Also, the results showed that the FLPSS gives a better 
dynamic response compared with the ANN-PSS controller under the same operating 
conditions.  
 A wavelet-based modified multi-resolution PID power system stabilizer (MMR-PID-PSS) 
was developed to improve power system stability under small disturbances. Wavelet 
transforms, multi-resolution analysis and optimum mother wavelet selection were briefly 
explained, after which an MMR-PID-PSS was designed based on a reduced-order power 
system. The proposed MMR-PID-PSS has three gains of  𝑘𝑎2, 𝑘𝑑2 and 𝑘𝑑1 with the rotor 
speed deviation signal being chosen as the input of the proposed regulator. The rotor speed 
deviation is decomposed up to the second level of resolution using the discrete wavelet 
technique. The gain 𝑘𝑎2 is then used to adjust the low-frequency component of the rotor 
speed deviation signal at the second level of resolution ∆𝜔𝑎2. The gain 𝑘𝑑1 is used to 
correct the derivative of the high-frequency component of the rotor speed deviation at the 
first level of resolution ∆?̇?𝑑1. The gain  𝑘𝑑2  is used to weight the integral of rotor speed 




single machine connected to the network and compared with FLPSS, designed in Chapter 
5, under different operating conditions. Additionally, the proposed MMR-PID-PSS was 
tested with a four-machine ten-bus power system and with the well-known New England 
ten-machine 39-bus power system under various operating conditions. These conditions 
included the application of a self-clearing three phase-fault; a change in the voltage 
reference of one generator by a 10% step increase; and an increase in the output mechanical 
torque from the turbine mechanically coupled with a generator by a 0.7 p.u step increase. 
Under all types of disturbances, either for one machine or for a multi-machine power 
system, the power systems operating with the proposed MMR-PID-PSS gave a better 
dynamic response. As a result, the power system using the proposed controller has a greater 
stability margin, is able to deliver more power to the network, and has much reduced 
possibility to lose a generator, load, portion of the power system, or to have a blackout 
under different types of disturbances.  
7.4 Suggestions for Future Work  
In the course of this research, many aspects were investigated, and numerous conclusions 
were drawn with regards to a variety research issues. However, as with any ongoing research, there 
are several points which should be looked into in the future. These points are formed as 
suggestions, as follows: 
Future research work should attempt to: 
 Verify the effectiveness of the proposed power system stabilizers by experimental 
implementation in a power laboratory. 
 Apply the proposed PSSs to a vast power system to study their efficacy using one of the 




 Extend this research to study wide area control (WAC), where controllers make use of 
remote measurements using phasor measurement units (PMUs) and control signals. 
 The work in this thesis was limited to enhancing the overall power system stability through 
adding an auxiliary controller to the excitation system in the generation unit. For future 
improvement of power system stability, integrated smart stabilizers for both excitation and 
turbine speed governor system in the generation unit could prove invaluable. 
 Extend this research to improve the power systems stability by controlling reactive power 
using smart controllers in electric power grids using compensators such as static 
synchronous compensators (STATCOMs), static synchronous series compensators 
(SSSCs), unified power flow controllers (UPFCs), etc.  
 Implement the proposed control approach to control energy storage systems, such as 
superconducting magnetic energy stores (SMESs), flywheel energy storage (FES), etc. and 
to control superconducting fault current limiters (SFCLs), in the electric power grid in 
order to ensure reliable performance under a wide range of disturbances.  
  Investigate the proposed smart controllers for renewable energy systems.      
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A.1    Single machine power system data 
 
 
Figure A.1. Single line diagram of single machine power system 
Table A.1. Synchronous generator rating and parameters 
Srated = 920 MVA Vrated = 18 KV 
Speedrated = 1800 rpm P. Frated = 0.9 
xls = 0.215 per unit rs = 0.0048 per unit 
xd = 1.79 per unit xq = 1.66 per unit 
x′d = 0.355 per unit x′q = 0.357 per unit 
x′′d = 0.275 per unit x′′q = 0.275 per unit 
T′dO = 7.9 sec T′qO = 0.41 sec 
T′′dO = 7.9 sec T′′qO = 0.055 sec 
H = 3.77 sec D = 0 per unit 
 
Table A. 2. Parameters of excitation and governor turbine systems  
KA = 80 per unit TA = 0.05 sec 
KE = −0.17per unit TE = 095 sec 
KF = 0.04 per unit TF = 1.0 sec 
SE = 0.92 per unit TR = 0.03 sec 
TT = 1.5 sec TG = 0.5 sec 







B.1    Four-machine ten-bus power system data 
 
 
Figure B.1. Single line diagram of four-machine ten-bus power system 
Table B. 1. Power flow data and results 














1 1.03 8.2154 7.0 1.3386 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 1.01 -1.5040 7.0 1.5920 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 1.03 0.0 7.2172 1.4466 0.0 0.0 0.0 
4 1.01 -10.2051 7.0 1.8083 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5 1.0108 3.6615 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6 0.9875 -6.2433 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7 1.0095 -4.6977 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
8 0.9850 -14.9443 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9 0.9761 -14.4194 0.0 0.0 11.59 2.12 3.0 





Table B. 2. Transmission line data on 100 MVA base 








1 5 0.001 0.012 0.00 
2 6 0.001 0.012 0.00 
9 10 0.022 0.22 0.33 
9 10 0.022 0.22 0.33 
9 10 0.022 0.22 0.33 
9 6 0.002 0.02 0.03 
9 6 0.002 0.02 0.03 
3 7 0.001 0.012 0.00 
4 8 0.001 0.012 0.00 
10 8 0.002 0.02 0.03 
10 8 0.002 0.02 0.03 
5 6 0.005 0.05 0.075 
5 6 0.005 0.05 0.075 
7 8 0.005 0.05 0.075 











Table B. 3. Synchronous machine data 
Variable  Machine at Bus1 Machine at Bus2 Machine at Bus3 Machine at Bus4 
Xl (p.u) 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 
Ra (p.u) 0.00028 0.00028 0.00028 0.00028 
Xd (p.u) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Xd
′  (p.u) 0.033 0.033 0.033 0.033 
Xd
′′ (p.u) 0.0264 0.0264 0.0264 0.0264 
Tdo
′  (sec) 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 
Tdo
′′  (sec) 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
Xq (p.u) 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 
Xq
′  (p.u) 0.061 0.061 0.061 0.061 
Xq
′′ (p.u) 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
Tqo
′  (sec) 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
Tqo
′′  (sec) 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
H (sec) 54.0 54.0 54.0 54.0 
D (p.u) 0 0 0 0 
 
 
Table B. 4. Excitation system data 
Gen # KA (p.u) TA (sec) EFDmin (p.u) EFDmax (p.u) 







Table B. 5. Hydro-Turbine governor system data 
Gen # TW (sec) TG (sec) Sigma (p.u) T2 (sec) Pmax_fac (p.u) Pmin_fac (p.u) 


































Table C.1. Synchronous Generator Data 
Gen # 𝑅𝑎 𝑋𝑑 𝑋𝑑
′   𝑋𝑞   𝑋𝑞
′  𝐻 𝑇𝑑𝑜
′  𝑇𝑞𝑜
′   𝑇𝑐 D 
1 0.0 0.2950 0.0647 0.2820 0.0647 30.3 6.56 1.5 0.01 0.0 
2 0.0 0.0200 0.0060 0.0190 0.0060 500.0 6.0 1.7 0.01 0.0 
3 0.0 0.2495 0.0531 0.2370 0.0531 35.8 5.7 1.5 0.01 0.0 
4 0.0 0.3300 0.0660 0.3100 0.0660 26.0 5.4 0.44 0.01 0.0 
5 0.0 0.2620 0.0436 0.2580 0.0436 28.6 5.69 1.5 0.01 0.0 
6 0.0 0.2540 0.0500 0.2410 0.0500 34.8 7.3 0.4 0.01 0.0 
7 0.0 0.2950 0.0490 0.2920 0.0490 26.4 5.66 1.5 0.01 0.0 
8 0.0 0.2900 0.0570 0.2800 0.0570 24.3 6.7 0.41 0.01 0.0 
9 0.0 0.2106 0.0570 0.2050 0.0570 34.5 4.79 1.96 0.01 0.0 
10 0.0 0.2000 0.0040 0.1900 0.0040 42.0 5.7 0.50 0.01 0.0 
 
TC  is the time constant of the dummy coil considered to represent transient saliency  
Table C. 2. Transmission lines data 
From bus # To bus # RL XL Bc 
37 27 0.0013 0.0173 0.3216 
37 38 0.0007 0.0082 0.1319 
36 24 0.0003 0.0059 0.0680 
36 21 0.0008 0.0135 0.2548 
36 39 0.0016 0.0195 0.3040 
36 37 0.0007 0.0089 0.1342 
35 36 0.0009 0.0101 0.1723 
34 35 0.0018 0.0217 0.3660 
33 34 0.0009 0.0101 0.1723 




Continued from the previous page  
26 29 0.0057 0.0625 1.0290 
26 28 0.0043 0.0474 0.7802 
26 27 0.0014 0.0147 0.2396 
25 26 0.0032 0.0323 0.5130 
23 24 0.0022 0.0350 0.3610 
22 23 0.0006 0.0096 0.1846 
21 22 0.0008 0.0135 0.2548 
20 33 0.0004 0.0043 0.0729 
20 31 0.0004 0.0043 0.0729 
19 2 0.0010 0.0250 1.2000 
18 19 0.0023 0.0363 0.3804 
17 18 0.0004 0.0046 0.0780 
16 31 0.0007 0.0082 0.1389 
16 17 0.0006 0.0092 0.1130 
15 18 0.0008 0.0112 0.1476 
15 16 0.0002 0.0026 0.0434 
14 34 0.0008 0.0129 0.1382 
14 15 0.0008 0.0128 0.1342 
13 38 0.0011 0.0133 0.2138 
13 14 0.0013 0.0213 0.2214 
12 25 0.0070 0.0086 0.1460 
12 13 0.0013 0.0151 0.2572 
11 12 0.0035 0.0411 0.6987 






Table C. 3. Load flow data 
Bus # V (p.u) 𝜑 PG (p.u) QG (p.u) PL (p.u) QL (p.u) 
1 0.98200 0.0 5.04509 1.36036 0.9200 0.4600 
2 1.0300 -9.55016 10.000 1.95746 11.0400 2.5000 
3 0.98310 3.20174 6.500 1.59104 0.00 0.00 
4 1.01230 4.61664 5.0800 1.58151 0.00 0.00 
5 0.99720 5.57217 6.3200 0.95582 0.00 0.00 
6 1.04930 6.62654 6.500 2.76414 0.00 0.00 
7 1.06350 9.46958 5.600 2.35485 0.00 0.00 
8 1.02780 3.16537 5.400 0.63019 0.00 0.00 
9 1.02650 9.04654 8.300 0.84790 0.00 0.00 
10 1.04750 -2.47597 2.500 1.46483 0.00 0.00 
11 1.03829 -7.79710 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12 1.02310 -4.89487 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
13 0.99576 -8.07759 0.00 0.00 3.2200 0.0240 
14 0.95894 -9.35310 0.00 0.00 5.00 1.840 
15 0.95660 -8.29471 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
16 0.95688 -7.56925 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
17 0.95140 -9.9740 0.00 0.00 2.3380 0.8400 
18 0.95276 -10.5017 0.00 0.00 5.220 1.7600 
19 1.01028 -9.92054 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
20 0.95966 -4.71314 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
21 0.99046 -2.98024 0.00 0.00 2.7400 1.1500 
22 1.01550 1.62430 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
23 1.01344 1.34841 0.00 0.00 2.7450 0.84660 
24 0.98179 -5.45955 0.00 0.00 3.08600 0.92200 
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26 1.01822 -4.76321 0.00 0.00 1.3900 0.1700 
27 1.00150 -6.92554 0.00 0.00 2.8100 0.7550 
28 1.02204 -0.95906 0.00 0.00 2.0600 0.2760 
29 1.02143 1.95588 0.00 0.00 2.8350 0.2690 
30 0.98832 -0.62515 0.00 0.00 6.2800 1.0300 
31 0.95760 -5.69316 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
32 0.93795 -5.68713 0.00 0.00 0.07500 0.8800 
33 0.95912 -5.47342 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
34 0.96168 -7.20767 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
35 0.96683 -7.32475 0.00 0.00 3.200 1.5300 
36 0.98196 -5.55956 0.00 0.00 3.2940 0.32300 
37 0.99086 -6.73437 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
38 0.99197 -7.71437 0.00 0.00 1.5800 0.300 













Table C. 4. Transformers data 
From bus # To bus # RT XT Tap 
39 30 0.0007 0.0138 1.0 
39 5 0.0007 0.0142 1.0 
32 33 0.0016 0.0434 1.0 
32 31 0.0016 0.0434 1.0 
30 4 0.0009 0.0272 1.0 
29 9 0.0008 0.0156 1.0 
25 8 0.0006 0.0232 1.0 
23 7 0.0005 0.0272 1.0 
22 6 0.00 0.0143 1.0 
20 3 0.00 0.020 1.0 
16 1 0.00 0.0250 1.0 


































E.1    PIC control circuit that used in the experimental and its components 
 
 
PIC control Circuit 
 
Peripheral Interface Controller (PIC) Chip 
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